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darkness.

after

beast, wages

beastly warfare against’ her and hereoffspring. Their sufferings are fearful, yet
the Lord is their refuge. ‘They overcome
by the blood of the Lamb and by the word
of their testimony.” A Lamb stands on
Mount Zion
(chap. 14) with the usual
144,000 workers, who sing ‘‘ a new song
before the throne,” which no one can
learn, except ‘such as ‘‘are not defiled
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Still the work of

he says, ‘‘ is a serious one

‘It proposes to put more color

ty into common life.” Toit * we
pdebted for the wonderful improven household decoration everywhere
80 prefalent.” It is going to affect the attire of the man and the raiment of the

ged in

Euphrates,

(16: 15).

will soon go home.

nd has already achieved very remarkable

5, $2;

the beast, the

“them without any from

We still

er in the last number of The Hour
48 a plea for mstheticism.
¢ The new

he day,
athors.

cities, seats of

8, ‘‘ hyper-poetical, super-

& Atlantic, for the first

stern shore.

destruction

goes

on,

overturning the fashions of this evil
world. The traffic which vice affords is
the next feature of the kingdom of sin
exhibited as ** dashed in pieces like a
potter's vessel.” A pure woman is an
emblem of the

church,

a vile woman, a

type of organized vice, ‘‘ Mystery, Babylon the great, the mother of harlots and
abominations of the earth.” Political
Babylon was proclaimed in ruins in scene
womay,” and make them ‘‘more fitting three (chup.j 14: 8), now the merchants
and
aftistic”. than they have ever been.
who were enriched by her are destroyed
Are we to become like Oscar Wilde? Not and are in tears, saying, * Alas, alas, that
quite/perhaps, for he is a *‘ somewhat fan- great city, that was clothed in fine linen
" representative of this school.
and purple and scarlet, and decked with
‘gold, and precious stones and pearls; for
tson who lately went the rounds of in one hourso great riches is come to
the New York city theaters felt inclined to
naught. '. '. . And they cast dust ‘on
thigk thit those attended by the roughs in
their heads: and cried, weeping and wailthe
Bawery were less objectionable, on the ing. ”"
score of ' morals, than those attended by |
Thus it has ever been, is now and shall
, Fifth Avenue residents. The eminently

* respgatable” is not necessarily the emi. Vently pure. There is manifestly a'strong

be, till ** Babylon is thrown down and
found no more at all.” Traffickers in sin

will resist the gospel till *‘the Lamb
ghall overcome them” (17: 14). Babylonian merchants once trafficked in
Matter of

heater-golng.

We

feel

confl-

dentif they were to think twice, and then
deepest

convictions, they

Would keep ayay from all theaters, even
thé mosg
ble, you know.” We

dd

Dr. Cayler’s

word ‘on theaters:

[0 I

do not, affirm that every popular play is
Immoral, but the theater is a concrete in-

Stitution and must be judged in the gross,

piracy,
in war for
Christian missions,

plunder,
resisted
traded
in slaves,

forced opium into China at ‘the cannon’s
month, and are still insisting upon the
opium trade, the liquor traffic, and many
other fruits of sin. But the gospel is making progress, mitch territory has already

been conquered, sinful traffic is growing
narrower, and the shout, * Alleluia;

sal-

= to a great extent it is only gilded nas- vation and glory, and honor, and power,
hig I thd
by putting
licy
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male

td0 often in al-

unto the Lord

our

God
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Letus

be glad and rejoice and give honor, for the
_ One of the most
marriage
of the Lamb is come,” grows
AC
ses declares that she |
hd theater
to enact her part, louder and louder. Yet the war is to go on
and has but, little association with her own (chap. 19); ‘Aud I saw heaven opened,

Profession.

A converted actor once point-

ed me to a play-house in which he used to
perform, and said, ¢ Behind those curtains
ies Sodom! in
5

FECT IN —

send

dren of this world

are

wiser

than

the

sand years

of the distinguished Baptist! ‘minister of that

‘name,
Jeft his rural parish and

og and powerless to reach them.
«ould it not be well for the church to
SuELp, learn wisdom of those who. are, working
+ wonsume them. Ifthe against it? Vapid sensationalism should

that, for the saints will

ogg e§

<aafg

APeal

Aves
"sense is that the last hope perishes, thé
imagery need not be pressed cs

blaze

always be avoided, but the fegr+lof~sensa-

before

us,

while

the

Lamb,

the cordial invitation to come; and when once

same Saviour that has moved among th’ they do come they should receive a warm
«¢ golden candlesticks ” from the begind reception and be made to feel that they
ning and has all the while'been ** coming, are among friends—truer friends than they
in his kingdom,” is still in the midst, | can fied in the low places of amuse‘the light thereof.”. . More and more’ ment.
:
:

marked

to Baptist views.

INDIAN TREATY-KEEPING ASSOCIAi
TION.
:

came to

New:

has been Bis coming, until all’

We need to break overthese

wretched

saints are gathered to him, made like hint | conventionalities

and are glorified with him. Carnal eyes
do not see him ; he no more descends to:
fleshly fellowship ; we shall ‘“ know hinx

no more after the flesh” ; he draws all men
up to him, up to the spiritual, and

they * see him

as he is.”

then!

which prevent us from
speaking to strangers, who may come
to our church services.
Whatever
rules may be laid down in books ef etiquette, it is always proper for a Christian
with a warm heart to address himself to

Such is the] those whom he ‘wishes

to help.

The

nomination and became pastor of a Cobgrega=
tional church. In opening this meeting on

i April, 1879, the president of a Philadelphia Woman’s Home Mission Society,

Sunday evening, Dr. Simpson said, ** We begin on New Year's day a simple, earnest work
for reaching the multitudes in New York

which originated in a desire to aid Indian Missions, became greatly interested
on the subject of our national wrongs to
Indians, and, bringing facts concerning

-and their work in Sow

these to her

reason they do not reach the multitude.”

society,

its members

that do not regularly attend church.

BY REV.

' the friends or pastor of the church in that
ivieinity would write a few words to the

YOUNG.

F. K. CHASE.

{ipastor of some church’ in the place to
which ‘he goes, giving his name, his
invited a young man of her class to pass
boarding place and. some intimations in
A teacher in the Sabbath-school recently 1

the evening at her home. Daring the even‘regard to the best way of approaching
ing the young man remarked that in the
| him, it would be a comparatively eas
six months of his residence in the eity, |
matter to reach and bring him to a place
he had entered but two houses bewhere he would be safe from evil influsides his boarding house.
Said
he,
‘ences. Will not the friends and pastors
‘“ When a young man comes here a of ehurches consider these suggestions?

stranger, very few take any notice of him, There is no part of our work: that tranbesides the rumseller and those who

fre- Bcends in importance our work among
the young,
Wisely, earnestly, with
vide.”
warm and loving hearts, let us engage in
After a careful observation, I have been it.
ra" I”
convinced tha, there is only too much

(quent, such places as the rumsellers pro-

truth in this statement.

In

avy

of our

cities or large villages, there is a

very

and behold a white horse, and he that
sat upon it is called Faithful and True

large number of young, men

and in righteousness he doth judge and
mike war.” ‘He hath on his vesture

influence. Very many of thesé are rapidly forming -associations , and habits

and

women

who are entirely outside ofall religious

:

VOIOES FROM THE PRESS.

A rival Mormon Church is announced
in Utah, discarding polygamy as not authorized by the original revelations to
Joseph Smith,
the founder and (first pro-

phet of the

ew church.— Watchiojer.

We have

not a word to say in criticism of the churches.

also

York,

but for some
The

were stirred upon the subject.
They
looked iato some of the sad facts of our
Indian records and became more interest-

first meeting on Sunday evening was fair, but

ed, but their meetings had then

along; their meetings will do good; but they
will not solve the problem how to reach the

for the summer.

to

am informed by a friend who was

were church-goers. So these men will find it all

close

The heart of the presi-

dent, however, could

not

lay

down

masses. Non church.goes are not ina hurry to

the

subject. She brought the facts she had
collected to a friend whose heart responded,

‘Something

must

be done.”

The

two ‘entered into covenant.
The first
would furnish the mess, the. second

would work as God ope*
hearts responded and

ithe way. Many
a*d

frem

many

parts of the land, and fro fall the leading religious denominatio®s, and during
the summer and autumn

of that

year

a

petition to Government on behalf of justice to? Tudiitis
secured, in fifteen

rush into'a crowd to report. themselves as
strangers and foreigners or to be counted as
belonging to the irreligious multitude.’
We have in this metropolis a day set apart
for benevolent contributions called * Hospital
Sunday.” Tt is after the pattern of an English custom and has enly been observed here
for
a few. years.
The
money collected
is appropriated to paying for the care bestowed upon
the sick poor in the wards
of
these charitable institutions.
In 1879, $26,000
were collected and in 1880, $44,000. This year
the attempt is making to rival London itself where $100, 000 is given annugly to help

Bo

“committee of adios to Drostdent my
at the White House, February 14th, 1880,
and by him to Hon. Judge Kelley, of

Pennsylvania,

there and ‘is

a good judge that seven-eighths of the audience

who presented it to the

House of Representatives February 20th,
and the proceedings, with the Memorial
Letter accompanying, were placed upon
the permanent records of the Government. But should these workers, and
the Mission Society which had endorsed
and aided the work, cease efforts so encouragingly begun and received ?

Tae Ponca story was thrilling the land ;

The day Snoriad of Chitihonas it is ex’

pected that the generous. donations-from the
wealthy and well-op-do citizens of New York
and Brooklyn will flow into this treasury. The
humanity and great good of this work will be
seen when if is stated that ten thousand sick
poor were cared for the past year. ‘I was sick
and ye visited me,”

One of the

oldest charitable

institutions

off

New York is the Eye and Ear Infirmary. From:
the report just submitted, which now lies be-

fore me,

I learn thatthe whole

number

patients relieved the past year is 12,086.
average number of patients treated daily

120.

The aggregate

amount

of’
The
was

of the relief af-

forded

to the blind and deaf goes largely to the:

poor.

This timely scientific ;treatment

saves

the articles of Bishop Whipple, ¢ H. H.,” many, doubtless, from becoming paupers, thus.
and others, in magazine and journal, relieving the city of the bnrden of caring for
were awakening thought and conscience, blind beggars; but the relief afforded to the
and, most of all, wrongs to Indians con- poor sufferers cannot be estimated in dollars
tinued. ' A divine voice se¢med to say, and cents.
The statistics put forth by the Commission
“Go forward,” and that voice was’ heed- | ers of Immigration, at Castle Garden, will ate
ed. A ‘‘ Committee of Ways and Means,” tract attention in this country apd in Europe.
appointed May, 1880, published a new The number of persons which has come to
Petition,

with

pamphlets,

leaflets, and

circulars, to the number of many thousands, and these were put into circulation.
A few generous hearts more and
more deeply feeling the importance of the

work not only for the sake of the Indians,
but for the sake of the mortal welfare of
our own nation, furnished the many

hun-

dreds needed for the expense of publication, circulation,

and

other

efforts,

and

‘the work went on. A more formal orlesson of Revelation. In this light it agents of crime are fettered by no such ganization was effected, and the Indian
stands a *‘ sure word of prophecy, where- formalities, neither ought the Christian to Treaty-Keeping Committee, representing
§
;
unto ye do well to take heed, as unto a be.
five leading denominations, again sent a
We would suggest then that individual,
light that shineth in a dark place, until
Petition to Congress; this time with sigthe day dawn and the day star arise in personal effort be. made to draw in the natures from all the States and several of
your hearts.”
Hence we look
back young. The work should be systematized.
the Territories, representing in all more
through the centuries and *‘lo, he com- They should be sought out wherever they
than 50,000 men and women.
These
may be, in their boarding houses, on the
eth” ; we look out over the field of goape
names were those of persons in high
streets, in their club rooms; even in lower
toil "to-day and “lo, he cometh;” w
places as well as’ in the petit industries ;
cast the eye of faith down through places of resort, they should be looked
names of statesmen and ofthe clergy; of
One
the vista of the future "and still he after, interested, helped and saved.
Faculties of some of our oldest und vest
cometh; and our faith sweeps on
to ‘other suggestion seems eminently practi- colleges; of Boards of many benevolent
the day when the mission of the gospel cal and important. Whena young persocieties; of pastors and editors, with
is closed, and
‘‘ he cometh” in final, } ‘son leaves home for the city, he goes, it
votes of popular meetings. This plea
supreme glory. ‘Even so come, Lord’ | may be, among entire strangers and is
{ naturally diffident about making himself for justice for our native American InJesus, come quickly.”
te by
—
{known to the Christian people.
Now if dians was presented in the
OUR DUTY TO THE

Dr. Pentecost, as is general-

ly known, sometime ago left the Baptist de-

Then. Satan will app

tionalism should pot prevent us from putSuch is the second death.
ting forth as earnesi efforts to save as
scene number four (chaps.15 and 16).
|__ In the
seventh scene,
the spiritual poll “others
put forth to destroy. The church
The laws of nature are seen to be allies |
comes still more marked, aod tides of should put forth more earnest efforts: to
of the gospel, and are used by our Lord
to advance his reign. One of the cheru- light avd glory fill the horizon. The reach the young and draw them into good
«¢ holy city ™ that has been so long grow+ society and under good influences. It is
bim, presiding
over material things,
commits ¢* seven golden Vials full of the ing, id now perfected. All casual limitas not enough that a general announcement
wrath of God " to seven angels, *¢ clothed tions are swept ‘away, and her walls of be made from the pulpit; every individin pure white liven,” who act under the light, her river of life, her freedom frony nal Christian should be a missionary goexemption fron¥|; ing out with a warm heart to seek those
Saviour’s eye.
Curses are poured out on sin and sorrow, her
the earth, the sea, the rivers, the sun, the death, her ineffable glory and bliss, alff who are strangers and give them a most

type of raral life, and the air, i. e., on all
departments of secular life. To them all
the Lord *‘ comes as a thief in the night
(unexpectedly).
¢¢ Blessed is he that
watcheth and keepeth his
garments”

The time has

} simpletons were sup-

go.

of

have kept

country until Gui-

m view?

ipt

above

to

It is doubt-

anknown to, the masses, or unin-

into ** the wine-pross of the wrath of
io “1 God." The coming of the Son of God is
This Jay, Jan. 18, marks the comp eted destruction to the kingdom of sensuality,
: century since the birth of Daniel Webster.
the ** Sodom ” of vileness, the ‘*Babylon ”
We
yish success t¢ the efforts that are
of corruption.
3
»" “mgye the Spots thal attsiet
Another side of the conflict .appears in
memory
has sel-

and

literal rendering will spoil it. «
‘children of light”; most certainly it is
body profiteth little, it is the spirit
true as regards this work of reaching and
quickeneth.” ¢¢ I beheld Satan as lig
influencing the young.
ning fall from heaven” (Luke 10:
assing “along the street the other day,
The redeemed are priests and kings
I saw an immense placard hanging upon
God (1:6) and thrones are set (20: 4) 3 the front of a public hall; on it was
“ souls,” as well as those in the bo
printed in large, attractive letters, ‘‘Danc** reign with Christ " a thousand years, & ing here to-night: all are cordially invite:, to the end of the Christian era. The ed.” We could not repress the query : How
aim is 10 lift us above the material, thé" many churches are there that ever think of
limited and earthly, and impress us with’ calling the attention of the young thus pubthe uaity of the whole, the family on earth licly to the prayer meetings and other serand in heaven, to sweep aside the vail that ‘vices
? The saloons, the gambling dens, the
divides it, and disclose one church, one houses of harlotry,are made attractive and
kingdom. Citizenship in this kingdom i8 ‘prominent. Their proprietors are doing
« the first resurrection.” This resurregy everything within their power to draw in
tion is occurring all the while, Million§ the young ; men and women with basest
have been raised to new life in Chris
purposes walk the streets day and night
millions more will yet be raised. Dea
seeking to ensnare the unwary and draw
cannot separate them from Christ;
them within the circle. of evil influences
other men that. die have ae ‘such pro 41 from which they may never escape! All this:
pects; they live not. again’ "till the
while the Shieh only too equenly gos
| of the dispensation, the end of the!

=

Jon Gladden

him,

in prayer.

less as true now as ever that ** the chil-

imager§

:

Tr

within

him to his knees

Li

» ih

tion

| The Rev. Mr. Tudaon; 6 Otnge; X. J. son’

7

about him, he will find enough to make

panor

attention

we

The emblem is a woman
producing
virtuous increase (chap. 12). Satan from

‘% heart where strange is

;

lewdness

scene in

invites

years, an unlimited

to

destroy the sensual habits of man. These
are the very worst foes to the reign eof
Christ. His ** kingdom is righteousness
and peace,” chastity and truth,and hostile

ne the mountain-ranges
ay;

fu

Now the sixth

thyself thy great power,” ‘‘ to destroy
therm who destroy the earth.”
[

"0g night, with white rain-clouds going
“w.the
moon;

Bosto

themselyes from the churches. How to reach:

them is the question.

k

.

.

Sanitary.
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of the panorama,
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In the progress

|i New YotiCrranis’y a y

In hl city asin all large: places, great mul
titudes of respectable and moral people absent:

Yorkyito resoue the perishing masses Ju
gospel. The second, the specific hostility sixth scene discloses the creative and }i
rec
The restlt isnot doubttal. Whatever of | "A fatal error was ‘ committted when & throng the down town wards. He
body of divines, appointed to revise the and accepted
of Christ to ungodly rulers, and the hard giving “ power of his eoming.”
a call from the Berean J i
good, or desire for the good, they may have’
New siden, an L organized his forces, Ww
and long contest to overthrow them. have cropped out in each of the
| had, is doon 'd ipated,and they are easily Authorized English Version of
éhurch nolds ite’ a, ‘and a
I
Testament
Scriptures,
addressed
"
them|
The coming Lord puts forth seven trum- tructive views exhibited. Number
Page,
made the prey of those who sedk’ souls
obo acre buta very: large miul6isuds
‘fr the
1 peters, a full retinue of preachers,
.
.
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the
solution
of
an
entirely
differSel.
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(poetry).
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| ‘not to help and save, but to lead ‘them to
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Editorial Nieveiation
1 assail the Jericho of political despotisms,
.
number two represents the kingdoms {of utter ruin. Almobt under the'shadow of ent and far ‘more intricate problem—
‘Rev. F. K C ,
You
his Young.
hee ety
1 followed by the emblematic host of 144, this world to have become the kingdd
our - Christian churches, this work is namely, the ‘reconstruttion of the Greek
Keepin Aseociation.
.
bl or as orrespo!
.
&
000. With trumpets the King of kings pro- of Christ; number three brings to ¥ joy
g on.
a
a,
it 1s: Aric
es
Judson and his
poses to ‘‘ dash nations in pieces as a pot- a host of saved men singing the new si
;
Place.
E.
Geo,
friends have wht
thie protien how to
The Highest Enjoyment of Liviag.
ter's
vessel.”
“The
little
book,”
(10:
2,
10.
‘the
Salvation
Army,”
of
Moses
and
the
Lamb;
number
fouf
gest
an
tii
remedy
;
the
following
|
2
reach the miasses.! | ©
i
.
Hitaminen for 1881. Sel...
and 11: 3, 4), ** the two witnesses,” “the presents an army of disciples’ in
.
o may, however, prove helpful to those who | It is an experiment for the benefit of the
ole
Another enterprise of this: “mature, just. fie
3
STONS,
¥
.
.
Tux “ONDAY SCHOOL.
two olive trees and the two candlesticks,” midst of persecutions and , sufferings, '| Have this work at heart.
masses, and Bishop Fellowes, of the Re- augurated by the Rev’s A, B. Simpson and G.
‘
its Kemeyp *_Paiience—A Disease and
formed
Episcopal Church, is at its head. F. Pentecost, is a series of evangelistic serare
factors
in
the
fight;
sweetness
and
A
LL
standing
on
a
**
sea
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glass,”
the
type
of
|
‘
The
first
thing
needed
is
that
the
dy—Notes. . .
“Mis
L Visit to * Martinsbu
A drum corps to accompany its proces- vices at the Academy of Music on Sunday evebitterness,
prophesying
and
suffering,
rest
and
security
;
number
five
disclof
4
Vie
Church
should
be
awakened
to
the
fact
West
ess
Instita
DENG Alaine Central
“
These
gentleman
claim that their
We hope. that it nings.
persistence and defeats, honor and dis- a great ‘multitude singing, ‘¢ Alleluia ”3 in that there are such a great multitude of our sions is being drilled.
Ministers and Charen.
movement is undenominational, not intended
Annie
poetry).
will
do
good.
There
is
grave
danger
in
grace,
power
and
weakness,
attend
them.
ln, Sickness
view
of
the
salvation
that
has
ue
RR
young
entirely
outside
of
Christian
influ{ately (poetry).
for church members and chureh goers, bat for
Fa M D.Radc
8
Willams.—The
AY
Finally, unrighteous governments yield them. Thus the darkest features of
ny Ny fk
Sel.~That
ences. A very casual observation onthe such an undertaking, but with judicious the masses.
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+
Dr. Simpson has been for many
.
Sel = Batamitie Gets:
True Ring,
¢ -to the trumpeters ; voices prevail against
perience reveal gracious results in gr
3
part of pastor and people will settle this | leadership it may succeed.— Congregation- years the esteemed pastor of the 13th St.
BooK TARLE.
1
MISCELLANY.
:
battlements, and ¢‘ the kingdoms of this abundance.
Presbyterian church, but recently resigned
While the Lord destroys the mutter.
If any one will devote just one alist.
Obituaries. |.
3
.
News Suinmary.
his pastorate because he had been converted
.
world
become
the
kingdoms
of
our
Lord
evil,
he
saves
hosts
on
hosts.
FE
.
.
day
and
night
to
this
work
of
looking
|
,
Educational.
8
4
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.
.

The
he

end for
|
giving

and on his thigh a name written, King] of | homes jn the country or from some other
Along step towards politics] revolution
kings and Lord of lords.” *¢ And ‘the which will ultimately result in their ruin. has just been taken .in Germany. The
remnant were slain with the sword o
prey have come, it may be, frottiChris(ian Emperor has formally notified the Parliathat sits upon the horse, which s
hey a country. They come as straog- ment what sort of legislation he expects
proceedeth out of his mouth,” the gi
ay ab Susceptible
bee
to the influences and what he shall not permit! This
he proclaims. Here scene five cl
{hrown around them.
In startling and sudden reappearance of Ab
and with it the destructive aspects of
a ok majority of cases these are -any- golutism “canhot bat ’ provoke violent
Saviour's coming in his kingdom.
thing ' but religions, often exceedingly, ‘Teaction.— Christian Leader. *3

Hon. Henry ' Dawes,

of Magsachysetts,

January 27th, 1881, and in the

Housg

by

Hon. Gilbert De La Matyr,of Indiana § the
proceedings, with the Memorial Letter,

again being placed upon the permanent
records of the nation.
Again came the
question, Shall the work cease P and
again came the reply from the divine
voice, and from many human lips as well,
Nay, for its

more has the

needs’

work

still

been

exist!

Once

enlarged,

and

now the Indian Treaty-Keeping and Prolective Association,
representing
the
women of eight leading religious denominations, takes up this work of God again,
work for his helpless “poor, to pray and
labor, with God’s help, till all oppression
of the red man ends and he also stands
free to labor and worship, to own his
person and protect his home

and

soil,

as

other men of many races do through all
the borders of our wide domain where

onge he stood alone, ‘sole owper.

us during 1881 is 432,635. This great multitude,
if it were to settle in three of our territories
would, aside from the people ‘ already there,
furnish a sufficiently large population to admit

them as states into the Union.

Not

many

of

our cities have a population reaching so large
a figure. Germany heads this rushing column.
of immigrants to our shores, and sends us 18S,256.
Many of these Teutons remain in this’

city, which is now the

third

JaFgest Germaimr

city on the globe. The next on the list is Irelund, which sends 62,406. The most of these
will help to swell the population of our cities
and the males among them will soon rally to
the polls under the leadership of the bosses.
England sends us 36,662, and Sweden 85,385.

From Italy we receive 13,209, but from France,
contented, prosperous, Republican

get only 3,908.

France, we

From Spain, but

1,656.

The

important question is, How are we to assimilate this mass of foreigners into the currents or
our national life? This is a grave question, and

affords food for reflection to the statesmen,
educators, and Christians of our country.
Murder and crime of every grade went out
with the old year, and came in with the new.
Two murders occurred on Saturday, and almost.
any number of broils, and crimes of more of
less turpitude on Sunday and on Monday.

Wine and all kinds of liquors flowed

freely’ in

Uppertendom, and in the Bowery, in Baxter
street, and other disreputable quarters.
The Brooklyn Tabernacle, of which Rev. T.

Dewitt Talmage, D.

D., is pastor,

will soon

cease to be u free ehurch. ‘Three hundred
seventy eight pews are to be scheduled
sold, and 299 pews are to remain free.

seating capacity of this church is 482).

and’
and
The

The

building will hold 5,600: It is always full in
pleasant weather, und hundreds are turned
away for want of even standing room,
There
is no preacher in or about New York who ut:

tracts the masses like Dr.

his

many

for good,

Talmage.

eccentricities,

evidently

turning

he

is

many

Despite

au

power

sinners

to Christ, aid rebuking popular sins
vices with masterly force ana efle:t.

‘has declared

ernacle would

again and
pe

and
He

again that the Tube
as long

church

as

be”

reached in it; but the receipts sre $3.000 be-

yield.

the

and

expenditures,

The 878 pews

The free seat ‘system

There are so many

wil

seems

he

is obliged

to

be

to

be sold Jan. 23d.

people who

a failure.

will occupy

seats and not pay a cent, to the exclusion of
others who would pay, that free seat churches
fail to mect their expenses, and the, wealthy
members of the congregations ire not rd of
king up the defic it.
whsicd (‘onvention met in this olty:
A

the other day and’ let off the usual amount df
against capitalists and
malignant diatribes
The number in attend~
bloated bondholders.

gathering signally
aoce was small, and the
orking-men have
failed to attract attention.
enough todo and can command good wages;

this i8 a ball yeur for’ demugogues

mountebanks to succeed.
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BIBLE WOMEN.
FRED

BY

MYRON

\

COLBY.

and

BY REY. 8. J. WEED.

character we shall find several glaring
faults. A strain of duplicity seems to
have mingled in the composition of all
the women of her Syrian race, which has

natures

found

in Rachel and Leah, in Rebekah, and Sa-

ex-

rah

great degree nomadic. All theirude but
noble virtues of a barbaric life were in

Civil re-

straints were few, but society, even: then,

had its mandates, and exercised

its ce-

menting influence. But, above all, it is
the charms and beauties of pastoral life—
the sunshine, the song of birds, the bleat-

white-hoofed

flocks, the wander-

ings over daisied fields, through odorifer-

ous woodlands, and by the cool riversides—that give significance to that ear1y, romantic, simple and happy age. In
all the writings of mankind there is nothing so picturesquely, entrancingly captivating as the account of the travels, of

"the daily habits, the domestic life, the noble acts of those early progenitors of the

Hebrew race, as related in the book of

Genesis.
Abraham, the beloved of God, was the

- first of the great patriarchs. He was
Dorn three hundred years after the flood,
and was contemporary. with Shem, kis
great ancestor, who outlived him by a
quarter of a century. Ur of the Chaldees, in northern Mesopotamia, was the
place of his birth, which proclaims his
nationality. Abraham thus had the best
blood of the world in his veins. The
Chaldeans were the first nation of antigThey were
uity that rose to civilization.
notable builders; and vast structures of
brick, cemented with bitumen, still attest,
in

ruins,

their

enterprise

herself exhibited it on more than one

prince of the apostles recognized

the highest type of
|
|
|
|

and

her as

conjugal love and

obedience. She was entirely devoted to
her husband. Uncomplainingly she followed him through all his wanderings.
She was the same loving wife, the same
careful

director of his household,

when

skill. They manufactured, also, delicate | he left Mesopotamia with his small retifabrics of wool, and possessed the arts of nue and limited wealth, when he went
working in metals and engraving on down into Egypt poverty-stricken and an
gems, in very high perfection. Astrono- hungered, and when he camped at Mammy was studied by them at a very early re or Beersheba, a powerful eastern
period, and their observations were care- prince, rich in silver, and cattle, and

filly recorded,", The JDame of Chaldean

gold, his floc’ - 41.7 tents covering all the

‘became equivalent in time to that of ‘seer
or philosopher. It was to this intellectual race that Abraham belonged.
‘The name of Abraham’s father was Terah, and his family, including four gen-

grassy plair
the deserts of Arabia and th
Jadea, and an army
of servani
command with whom
he had van
od kings. Her love for
Isaac was on. ‘urpassed by that for her
husband. Her training and her pious ad-

erations, is the

most interesting

one

<

been

;

2

:

ganisms, how the mind

a strong’ temperance

woman and a rigid advocate of prohibito-

ry laws. In Imerina, her central province, a new prohibitory faw ba just been
proxulgated, which, if she shall be able

to enforce it, ought to result in the stricton

of a fine of ten

above what it would

a

of atomic
this

CONDUCTED

knowl-

edge were not possessed! We love our
earthly father in proportion to what we
perceive of the grandeur of his character.
They who love, are happy; and al-

ways in proportion to the extent

of their

love.

:

oxen

that

we read of after the deluge. Terah was | monitions were not lost upon the gentle
evidently 4wice married. Abraham, al- | Isaac, and they reacted upon her. With

ucated on this subject? I am glad public opinion has been educated sufficiently
in a few of our states.
Shall we not
follow the example of Queen Ranavalomanfaka, and have
prohibitory laws
everywhere?
;

7
—Bayard Taylor.
bi count this thing to be grandly true,
' That a noble deed is a step toward God,
Lifting the soul from the common sod
To purer air, and a broader view.

OF LIV-

ING.

BY

GEO.

2

E. PLACE.

Ag we look out into the world and be- |
hold the busy tide of life surging along
in its eagerness to obtain riches, the reflection comes with saddening power, how
few there are who really understand what
constitutes the fullest, highest and finest

enjoyment of living.
consider

Low

rich

that the aim

they

can

Too many seem
of

get.

life

is

Even

to

to
see

amor:

trusteth

ismo want
33: 8, 9.

him—Ps,

to them
:

that

fear
:

i

‘We should not permit ease

and

indul-

him

the sharp, grasping, worldly

this trait

too

much

pulpits, oryrather, has

already

themselves for hard and earnest work,
that it has proven its value to our cause,

And this is far from all that it has done
for us. Scores of teachers and other professional and business men have gone
forth
from its: halls to vitalize and
strengthen the body of our membership.
Its history has been exceptional and re-

markable.

It is a rare thing for an insti-

tution to grow to what Bates College now"

is in a quarter of a century. And yet,
this grewth, so much more rapid than
that which is usually experienced by

American colleges, has been a healthy
one.

there

stood

brother

and

sister

Hallam and their daughter Emily.

They

had spent about a year and a half in Eng.
land. They were
to go directto Caleuty

and thence to Allahabad.

engage in zenana work.

a sailor.

Emily js to |

Her

brother

is

No wonder, he was born op

the boisterous Atlantic. . .
«
“Nov. 17. We expect to see Bombay

by 2 P. M. to-moryow. . . We. are both

well, though very tired of our ship-fare,
which has becomeso poor that I dread

the meals. . . I can't tell you how thank.
fal we shall be to reach the end of our
H. C. Prius,”
journey. . .
i

A True Picture.

May I take the intelligent, cultivated,

and sympathetic

ladies who read

the

Helper.on a flying

trip to Kansas?

[tis

continued to grow, striking its roots deeper and deeper into the soil as years have
passed, until it has a hold upon the

rolling prairies have but recently yielded

heart of the denomination and the community

around

it,

which

nothing

less

than a convulsion can loosen.
There have been turning points in its
history, and thus far, at every turn it has
made an advance. It has come to another 8
point. Whether this shall be
marked
by an advance or not, will depend upon the disposition of thog 0, Who :

ought to be its friends.

*‘A friend in

need, is a friend

and

indeed”,

not

have

a Seney

among

in

deed,

for such
Let the

us, are

sliould accustom ourselves to think of the

forward

= only

round,

ness and enduring vigor to the college.
Through trials and tribulations it has

there

quickly

to give one thousand, two thou-

| sand, five thousand dollars apiece and
lay a solid foundation on which this
loved the world that he gave young
and-vigorous stripling of the Pine
begotten son, that whosoever
Tree State, fast coming to maturity, may
Tom'A not perish, but

distress of others.

¢’

2

There was in the germ the elements

of a stalwart life. This has been developed
under a discipline that has given robust-

not men who can and will come

:
traits Of course, the desire to gain pof her mind hid themselves behind more but e normal expression of
womanly qualities.
The affection that of a uisition, which Goa
.
she cherished for her only son toned and is an indispensable fact = i
and Terah at the age of seventy had al-- down the more selfish features of her velopment of his designs.
ready become the father of Haran. Na- mind. Noble and devoted wife though not be allowed to crowd the
hor, another son, seems to have been she was, her maternity did more toward of the
other faculties.
Abraham’s brother by the same mother,
developing the better traits of her wom- many there are who allow t. !:
Terah’s second wife.
anhood than all the long years of associ- bend their vision and energy
Family ties in the old time were ation with the godlike Abraham. It is grosser side of life. Like the ma..
stronger than now, and constituted one of pleasant to think that her last years were grim’s Progress who dug in the ‘mire
its illustrious dead. Jus as the |
:
the firmest bonds of union. Love of kin- her best, and that perhaps by prayer and after a small coin, and would not look
year was dying George Eliot, the psydred was strong, and inter-marriages kind and generous acts she atoned for the up to behold the crown of gold which the
chologist of fiction, great, yet unhappy
were frequent, This family in Mesopo- one crime of her life.
hovering angel was ready to place upon woman, passed away. D'Israeli, novelist
tamia appears to have been eontrolled by
Sarah is the representative practical
head, only for the looking up, they | 4nd political adventurer, soon after terthis sentiment to a high degree. From woman of the Bible; careful and calen- his
will not educate themselves to look up minated his wonderful career.
Carlyle,
the first it is appareut, and it was sus- lating in domestic affairs, ambitious, in-’
and behold the golden diadem which the
tained. The two younger brothers mar- credulous, worldly-minded, seeing things faculties of beauty, sublimity, causality, grim and gray with age, weary of abusing
the world, and hopeless of mending it,
ried sisters, and those sisters were their through.no gayly-colored lens, but always
and observation are shaping from the ended his erratic thinking, and bade the
own neices, the daughters of their elder sternly real and full of common-sense. grand and peerless works of God, wherebrother Haran. Milcah was married to There was no tinge of romance or senti- with to crown their spiritual and intel- world farewell, a little too late for the repNahor, and Sarai, whose maiden name ment in her character. She saw by her lectual being with that broad, deep, unut- utation his unique personality had earlier-won. Stanley, the apostle of Enghad been’ Iscah, was married to Abra- reason always, and never by her imagiterable joy, such as the angels feel. The lish liberalism, candid and eultured, but
ham.
nation. Indeed, this quality was in ex- human mind might be compared to a
fettered by ecclesiasticism,left a large place
Sarai, at the time that she is first men- cess in Ler character, and for exercising
sponge.
Its various faculties are the unfilled in scholarship and leadership.
tioned by the inspired writer, is already it unwarrantably she ounce received a
cavities, or cells, waiting to be filled. (Germany lost a great and independent
Abraham’s wife. Of her childhood and sharp and merited rebuke. Thrifty, acHow they ramify, divide and sub-divide— thinker in the death of Lotze the philosanaidenhood, we are told nothing. The tive and enterprising, she looked sharply
countless in number—not a point of | opher, and distinguished scholars in the
life of most eastern girls was simple and after the affairs of her household, and, we
knowledge in the whole universe but that departure of Benfey, the orientalist, and
aneventful, and probably hers did not doubt not, did her share toward inducing
a cell is here waiting to welcome it home, Kuhn, the antiquarian. France was bediffer from the ordinary lot. It was, the prosperity that attended them. She
Earthly life may not be long enough, reaved of Littre, the lexicegrapher and
doubtless, a useful life. The proudest was a worker and no dreamer, and had
opportunity may find its limits of earthly positivist philosopher, and Saint Victor,
princesses in that age did not hesitate to little of that stuff of which heroines are
space, but the cell is there, Courting the the journalist and critic.
Our own land
perform menial toil.
Her after life made, but possessed all of those practical
knowledge embosomed”
in space and has been especially overshadowed by the
|shows that Sarai must have received the qualities. fitted to make one succeed in
eternity to come and
ghare its legitimate death-angel.
Washburn, the cultured
‘best instruction in
domestic economy. this humdrum, busy world, Naomi and
home. And every fell, filled with the scholar and theologian, Diman, the eruShe was a perfect housewife; in fact, Abigail are the only other Bible women
right knowledge, bfings an added joy. dite professor and polished writer, and
‘justhsuch a woman as King Lemuel’s who possessed the same traits of characThe possible beatitudes of the soul are ‘Adams, the faithful pastor and preacher,
mother would have delighted in. ‘The ter in any equal degree, but they lacked
not confined to a mere legal conformity have left the ranks of an earthly ministry
‘heart of her husband could safely trust in entirely that lofty intelligence which disto
the ‘‘shalls” and ‘‘shall nots” of the Dee- for a higher and happier service. Literather.”
tinguished the mother of the Hebrew alogue. A man who has religion enough dure bas lost Palfrey, the historian, Fields,
Our
heroine was
also a beauty. race.
:
to clear the law and assure him a place the critic and biographer, Lanier, the
She died at the age of one huadred in Heaven, most certainly is happy. But poet, and Holland, the poet, moralist,’
“‘ Very fain,” the Egyptians called her,
‘even as a nation, and more than one king and twenty-seven, leaving Isaac, then a the breadth and depth of his happiness {'and editor.
Of our distinguished milsued for her charms. Her very name, ‘man of thirty-seven, still unmarried. need not stop here. . It ought to go ‘itary officers, Upton and Burnside have
signifying “my princess,” shows the es- Her husband, who was ten years her sen- on increasing without limit.
God has ‘passed away, the former by his own
timation in which she was held by her ior, outlived her by thirty-eight years, benevolently arranged that a man who ‘hand. Clifford and Colt no longer adorn
husband. More thai once did the patri- and married again. We were never ex- does right can be fully happy. Bat ‘the bench. Scott and Fargo have left the
arch feel obliged to resort to artifice actly satisfied about this second marriage the axiom, ‘A full quart holds more ‘business world. But, deepest grief of
He could have had no than a full pint,” embodies the whole phi- all, by the hand of an assassin, whose
‘to save his life, en account of the of Abrasham’s.
‘ surpagsing loveliness of bis wife, which good reasons for wanting another wife, losophy of progressive happiness.
We poor, feeble brain was fired by a wild
had its temptations for formidable ene- and the devotion and faithfulness of Sas, should be constantly endeavoring to make ambition, fostered by the public utterancmies. - ‘Few things in history are as strik- rah was deserving of remembrance and
our pints grow to quarts, our quarts to es of men of cooler heads, the patriot
ing as the Biblical testimony regarding honor. Well stricken in years and fast
pecks, and our pecks to bushels. I hold soldier and Christian statesman, the pride
the comeliness
of Abraham's
wife. approaching dissolution, the old man ob-. that 1 am not speaking irreverently when and hope ofthe people, James A. Gar-.
Beauty in all oriental countries is not a viously could not marry for love, and I assert that the breadth and depth of
field, was sent to an untimely. grave,
vain thing, but it was singularly incon- shouid a man, or woman either, ever happiness of which the soul is capable
mourned by an entire nation as an only
wenient in Sarai's case.
marry for anything else? He could only can never be fully reached only as the son in mourned by a loving mother. |
‘Sarai as a mere woman is not a partic- expect that a woman would marry him studyof the Book of Revelation and of
What names will be enrolled in the
, mlarly -interesting character. She owes from pity, or for the wealth and social the Book of Nature go hand in hand. I necrology. of the coming year P It is one of
her celebrity to no brilliant talent exhib- position that he could bestow. Keturah’ fisedto think that I was happy to a point the marks of Heaven's mercy that we do
ited, nor any signal act performed, but may have been an excellent woman, but which could never be exceeded; but not know. Bat Death is never idle. His

‘though he is mentioned first, must have |
been the youngest son, for he was only
seventy-five
years old when his father
died at the age of two hundred and five,

Christians

to our

gence to contract our affections, and wrap
us up in selfish enjoyments, but we

God so

their safety. =
4
At Port Said, a party of ‘us went
ashore. As I was passing a shop door
somebody spoke my name. On looking

our denomination, we need not speak.
It has already given so many strong men

The work opens auspiciously. We sincerely hope it will not be a long, dragging,” soul-worrying work.
There is
‘¢ money somewhere for Bates College.”
We can not doubt it, and though we may

— Pope.

erpool, and I am very anxious to learn of

Of the value of this noble institution to

tion of the Trustees, the Faculty, the
Main Street Parish, and of Dr. Bowen, is
such as to inspire hope and courage.

What nothing earthly gives or can destroy,
The goul’s calm sunshine and a heartfelt joy,
Is virtne's prize.
iy iE

BATES COLLEGE.

along the line, a quick and a strong
move, and a move all together. The ac-

in him.

for there

G. C. WATERMAN.

‘New Move,” spoken of editorially last
week, be a move in advance, a move all

—J. G. Holland.

O fear the Lord ye his saints;

BY REV.

also. Just now is the time
friends to step to the front.

0, taste and see that the Lord is good:
blessed is the man that

THE HIGHEST ENJOYMENT

ber winds on the Atlantic. Mrs. and
Miss Thoburn and several ladies of the
Methodist Episcopal church were to sail
the 20th of October, the day we left Liy.

helped so many strong men whom God
has called to our ministry, to prepare

-0-

GLEANINGS.

and ten dollars,’it prohibits the manufacture and sale of intoxicating beverages,
and punishes with lighter penalties those
found drunk or carrying the liquor, whoever may Have sent them. If one con-

Missions.

becomes exalted

be, if

>

[84
:

or-

BY ALEX.
occadion, though hardly in so reprehensible a manner as her successors. She
Charms strike the sight, hut merit wins
was not large-souled. Her treatment of victed be unable to pay his fine, he must the Soul.—Pope.
:
:
Hagar is: enough to make one blush. for suffer imprisonment, one: day being re"
Whenever
a
noble
deed
is
wrought,
the sex. The vaunting conduct of the garded as equivalent to a sixpence of the
Whene’er is spoken a noble thought,
tine.—Sabbath Reading.
Our hearts, in glad surprise,
™
Egyptian handmaid may not be excusWonderfully strange, yet true, that
To bigher levels rise.
;
able, but we must remember that it was
:
—
Longfellow.
Madagascar, into whose territory the gosSarah's own counsel and countenance ‘pel was so recently admitted with so
He thatis slow to anger is better than
,
which allowed her to be placed in that meagre educatio
nal advantages, should the mighty ; and he that ruleth his spirit
position where she could triumph over.
prohibit the manufacture and sale of in- than he that taketh a city.— Solomon.
her mistress. We cannot easily forgive
toxicants! while lands where the gospel
The quality of mercy 1s not stramed;
that act of the proud woman in casting
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
has been preached much longer, nations
out that young mother from under her
the place beneath. It is twice bless’d;
boasting of their churches and colleges, - “ItUpon
blesseth him that gives and him that takes. _
roof and sending her forth into the wilprotect the same by law, although sta- |
®
;
—Shakspeare.
derness with scanty sustenance. Unin- tistics show that it causes heavy taxation,
We live in) deeds, not years—in thoughts not
ured to hardships, accustomed to dainty robs many homes, and sends tens of
ri,:
. breaths,
oe
fare, the petted slave of a usually gener- thousands to eternal torment every year.
In feelings, not in figures on a dial :-We should count time by heart-throbs. He most
ous mistress, burdened with her young
Whilst Madagascar has such a law, | + lives
child, and knowing not whither to turn party leaders tell us here that it would be
Who thinks most, feels the noblest, acts the best,
her feet, what could be expected but that useless to legislate on the subject of pro:
—P. J. Bailey,
she would perish? The offense had been hibition ; that public opinion will first
Talents are best matured in solitude ;
slight, the punishment was severe, and have to be educated on the subject. In character is best formed in the stormy
there are few instances of such deliberate view of those who fill our alms-houses, of billows of the world.— Goethe.
and cold-hearted cruelty recorded in east- the homeless, the widow and the orphan,
There is no charity in helping a man
ern or Italian annals as was consumma- their sighs and their tears, the wretched
who
will not help himself.
ted in the departure of Ha
It is inebriate, miserable as he is, and of the
Resist
the devil and he will fly from
the one dark scene in thé lif
great: thousands of immortal souls, so hardened
you.—James.
1
patriarch’s wife.
.
by strong drink that they will not reBut let us glance at the bright'side of ceive the gospel, sinking, annually, to The healing of the world
Is in its nameless '#wints. Each separate star
Sarah's character. As a wife and mother eternal despair, shall not we convince
Seems nothing ; but a myriad scattered stars
she is worthy of all honor. Even the our legislators that we are sufficiently ed- Break
up the night and make it beautifal.

upon the stage.” Nations were still ina
their strdng, robust manhood.

has always

18, 1882.

JANUARY
site skill in the formation

Queen Ranavalomanfaka of Madagascar

been inherited by the nation descended -est sobriety
.
from her. | We observe this marked trait
Under penalty

beasts for the supremacy of nature. The
great centralizations had mot ‘yet come

though

nation, ¢¢ Princess of a multitude,” as her

Moreover, if--we critically examine her

citement enough in-contesting with wild

ing of

WHO TAKES THE LEAD?

II.

fierce, ambitious

STAR,

Her celebrityis that of the mother of a
last name of Sarah indicates.

SARAH, THE PRINCESS.
:
The age of the patriarchs was a sort of
golden age. The world was young, and
mankind lived simpler and under less restraint than in later periods. Men in
general were more peacefully inclined,

MORNING

lant his feet and stand for generations to
: do valiant service for the
and the world.

State,

anew

part of the State;

the beautifyl

their rich soil'to the plow, under the direc-

tion of earnest men fresh from more eastern
It is a chilly day, late in the fall,

homes.

and the cold wind of the morning grows
drifts

fills the air and

snow

colder, and

the roads.
But notwithstanding the
weather, as evening approaches, persons
are seen on foot, horseback, and in lumber-wagons, slowly wending their way
towards a light on the side-hill. It :
feeble flickering froma * dug-out”
aQ. M. is to_be held. What a
Mother Earth furnishes thee.
from the wind. No steeple
chairs, no organ, no choir
is

for

wanting,

not

-

heartfelt joy the pr
who had *‘ not wher
but ¢‘ went abou
preaching is no'
lips tell of rick
faith,

and wh

from Him
spake.”. Ti
on his sti
his trem’
heard lo in New
longer, as v
that he walke
shoes on his fe
ot .
His heart is full
he says he shall have

ou

to enjoy such blessed priv.
Would we consiac

™

ileges!

go with scanty

privilege to

snyw, to a low, «

sleet and

through

room with naught but the ground ~~
i

ibe

!

"hiflips and

Daughter.

pet; with hard boards with r

fricuds of our India Mission will
i
carn of the safe arrival in
iis mother of missionaries
-v ssaghter. The following are
ts from a letter just received, post.ombay.
;
a

M. M. H. Hiys,
“18, 8. BRITTANIA, Nov. 13, 1881,
+

«We

have

left

the

Red

Sea,

steamed through the straits of Babelman~

del, passed Aden, and are mow in the
Bay of Aden.
The weather is very fine,
the sea smooth, and we ure moving at the

rate of 250 miles per day. Should this
speed continue, we shall end the ocean
part of our journey on the 18th or 19th. ..

«By the mail that takes this, I will forward a detailed account, received at Port

Said, of the'loss of the steamer * Clan
McDuff’, which left Liverpool just before
we did, and encountered the full strength
of the gale in which we suffered more or
less for nearly a week.* The last night

of that fearful storm, when we lay down
to rest, I felt very doubtful about seeing
another day. Our steamer was heavily
laden, drawing 21 1-2 feet of water, and
instead of buoyantly riding the heavy
seas she plunged into them and wallowed
like a tub, every now and then shipping
enormous waves that swept our deck and
house or coffer

deck

from stem to stern,

and frequently she came very near dipping water. Instead of solid bulwarks
as sailing vessels have, the *Brittania’
has an iron railing, and this, I think,
saved her from swamping, for we were

but 30 miles from the poor ill-fated
steamer that went to the bottom. No

one can feel the full value of a hope in

But bare feet and r-

seats?

dark rooms and hard s/
away the Lord Jesus.

He blesses

ence, and

the mer

gives t*

brighter hope.
true picture:
Shall

WE

BC

the = orehine
Wate!
faces of
are to be
Are they
branches ¢
literature,
and relig
comes th
the mea:
the cloth
must hel
isters are
support
minds.
And ala.
ures, neither .
that picture of tu.
near

by—ocards,

tou.

coarse jokes and profane woras,
mi
When shall the time come when minis- |
ters shall be supported as well as bar- |
keepers? = When the Sabbath shall be a
day of worship instead of recreition.
When
the coming generation in new
places shall be protected from wvics, assisted to education, and convertel to

God? Shall we not pray, and labor, and
ive, to send salvation to the struggling
ones on the frontier, to the rising tewns
Items.

f

CAPE VERD ISLANDS.—This grow of
ten or a dozen small islands, belonging to

Christ till personally brought face to face
with danger and death. As I lay that
last night in my berth rocking from side

Portugal, and lying some 320 wijes off
the west coast of Africa, is said to have

to side, and listened to the clatter and

grossly ignorant and superstitious, and,

a population of about 80,000.

They are

crash of every thing that could be till recently, have never shared in
estant Christian efforts of any kind.
moved, and heard the maddened billows
Two students of the East Londor
break over us from stem to stern, I tute, Seiior Leite and Mr. Ralp,
could trust all in my Father's hand. He Jost gone to these islands, find ms0y

gave me a calm and settled peace, though

I felt no assurance that we should see the
light of another day. Dear Nellie was
sick the most of that week, but was all

the better for it when the storm was over.
“We had.a very pleasant

party on the

‘Devonia', as I wrote you, but it is very
different

on

the

Brittania.'

At

Port

Said, we took, as passengers, Mr. and

subsequently

occurring, back

position where, she: happened

~

§

.

upon

the

to stand.

SE

I buy theeP® ¢ Yes,” said the slave,
‘whether you buy me or not.”—Dr.
Smiles.

Wie

;

scope the evilences of his awful power,
and through the microscope, his exqui-

these famous dead lies in

relation to the Lord of

Circle.”

ity

their personal

Salvation.— Home

:

+!

Next day the wreck was discovered by a steamer
ay the survivors rescued. Eleven of the passengers in one of the boats were picked np by another steamer,
y

|

of the WestP—Miss. Helper.

ng to listen to them, and they

Prot-

Tnstibave
will-

report

that in one of their night myelings a

priest was present, and instead of ra sing

any - opposition or objection even, he
seemed much affected by the/plain state
ments of Christian truth, and

told them

such feaching was just whay was wanted.
— Miss. Review.

Jin

]

RuM AND RuIN.—On tie island of St
Lawrence, near. Behring Strait, the U. S.

Corwin" rewe cannot help having our suspicions to since bécoming acquainted with the won- | harvest is silently gathered at noon-tide Mrs. Tracy and two young ladies, all revenue cutter ** Tho
ports
that
of
the
700
inhabitants,
500
the contrary, and we should have had - derful works of (rod as revealed through and"at midnight, and his reapers bind to- missionaries to India, also two children,
have
died
of
starvation
caused
by
1he
liqgreater respect for Abrahamif he had let | the studyof science, I find that the joy I.
gether the tender blade and the withered "We like them much, and hope to have uor introduced by traders. The people
matrimony alone and remained faithful then felt is much exceeded by the broad, |
stalk, the small, and the great, in one them a8 traveling companions as far ns became stupefied and disabled by the liq:
to the memory of his first’ wife, who, deep, perennial joy which I now feel.
it
Sadi
uor,.and neglected to lay np their usual
common sheaf. How litle ‘does all hu- Allahabad.
fies like Michal or Esther.
From with all her faults,is worthy of all honor In \gedlogy is seen the fatherly fore- man attainment seem at the tomb of
You may remember that I wished to | supply of provision.
|
rom Lagos, Africs, also, Rev. J. Bamong thousands of other women equally ag the Princess Sarah. .
thought of God when he was. fitting up greatness! How great does divine love sail as early as the first Saturday in Sepprey moe
rite “Ram and gia are being
Wood
exalted fin character, perhaps, with herthe earth for man's residence.
Behold appear as the gates of glory stand ajar tember, in order to avoid the heavy Octo- poured into this country in enorme
Who is not struck with the answer 0
elf, she is brought out prominently to.
in physiology, in botany, his astonishing over the death-bed ef the humblest Chris*T'he “ Clan MoDuff” was wedcked off the const quantities.” ‘Terrible wars are be BR
‘the notice of mankind in eonsequence of the slave, who, when asked by an intend. wisdom and fertile ‘combination
“ of re-’ tian{..The only distinction now between of Ireland. All the boats but three had been waged beiween the kings and tribes In
smashed to atoms by the waves. These were
the strong light reflected, by great events ing purchaser, ¢* Wilt thou be faithful if
the Yoruba country, inland from Lagos:
sources. As we behold through the telelaunched and filled, and 19 still left on the wreck.

wholly «to extraneous circumstances.
She sang no songs like
am, she
swayéd no eouncil-chamber like Deborah,
she performedno sacred pilgrimage like
Balkis of Sheba, she endured no sacri

2

THE

18

A

and this imported liquor plays its part bi :

fomenting and prolonging these bloody

conflicts.— Miss. Review.
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THE

Sunday, School.

III.

The Holy Spirit must have a clean

heart to dwell in.
TOPICS FOR

Lesson

V.===January 29.

“I.

1.

Christ's

18-28;

MARK

2:

18—28;8:

p

Pharisees

And
were fasting: and they come and say unto
him, Why do John's disciples and the disciples

of the Pharisees fast,but thy disciples fast not?
sons of
19 And Jesus said unto them, Can the
the bride-chamber fast, while the bride-

groom is with them? as long as they have
- the bridegroom with them, they cannot
o0 fast. But the days will come, when the
bridegroom shall be taken away frem them,
91and then will they fast in that day. No
man seweth a piece of undressed cloth on an

old garment: else that which should fill it
up taketh from it, the new from the old.and

And no man putteth
93 a worse rent is made.
new wine into old wine-skins: else the wine

will burst the skins, and the wine perisheth,

and the skins: but they put new wine into
fresh wine-skins.
And it came to pass, that he was going on
93
“the sabbath day through the cornfields; and
hin disciples began, as they went, to pluck
And the Pharisees said
94 the eyrs of corn.

unto yim. Behold, why do they ou the sab5 bath-duy that which is not lawful? “And he
read what
and was an

said upto them, Did ye never
David did, when he had need,

hungered, he, and they that were with him?

26 How he entered into the house of God when
Abiathas was high priest, and did eat the

shewbread,

priests, and gave

save for the

with

27 that were

to eat

itis not lawful

which

also to them

said unto

And he

him?

them, The sabbath was made for man, and
28 not man for the sabbath : so that the Son of
man is Jord even of the sabbath.
And be entered again into the synagogue;
3

had

which

and there was a mun there

his

And they watched him,
9 hand withered.
whether hé would heal him on the sabbath

3day; that they might accuse him. And he
unto the man that had bis hand wither|
Stand forth. “And he saith unto them,
=lawful on the sabbath day to do good,
io harm? to save a life or to kill? But
4ld their peace. And when he had

anger,

with

on them

sund about

ved at the hardness of their heart,
nto the man, Stretch forth thy
1 be stretched it forth: and his
stored.

aplaining Pharisees.
ath work.

nd Hints.
*

is

the

opinion

of

ts feast was given on
«davs observed by
*éd by law. Thus

A.

Jus observance, has
«« practiced under nearly
.cligions of mankind. It is re.4¢d as a sign of penitence and humil-

Ation, and

as a means

of promoting

spirituality and true piety. Only one
fast-day was required by the Jewish law,
the day of Atorement, but others were
sometimes appointed, or kept voluntarily.

The Pharisees fasted on Mondays

but there

is strain, fer-

and

all is lost.

New

the

(From

* Then

shall

they fast in

sciences of men in this regard.

that, aforetime, ‘as the result

and

the

present mission school.

In
all

“hat

John,

his

but

disciples

| Jesus’ . disciples
course of the latter
complaint.

** Why

of John and of the
‘but thy disciples fast
+ With them fasting was

observance.

Its

essence

1@ abstinence from food.

It

fired by their law, except
[of Atonement.
»d to make,

a virtue of it, by

Ave a week,

fbge

They made,

It seemed to them

that a religious reformer,

28us, should neither practice it him-

al por enjoin it upon his disciples. When

she question was raised by them, Jesus,
in a few pithy sentences, taught them, or

would have
have

taught them,

understood

his

la

if they could
uage,

in

70,000,.and now average

absent

all

the singing-books

materials used by the class.

and

old,| that the two could, in no way,
mingled and united.

classes which are isolated from the main

and had the power toinduce into the thousands and millions of our race who are
running the rounds of sin and vice some
one particular emotion that should be
medicinal and salutary to the soul, we
would select that very one which our
Lord had in view when he said, “I will
forewarn you whom ye shall fear. Kear
him which,

after

clearly forth his doctrine of observance

of the

Sabbath.

older

than

the

That institution
Mosaic

law;

is

oldor

found

it in existence and,

sanction of his authority and a place in
.. his code of laws. Plainly enough, if it is
assumed that the

Mesaic

laws

were

set

aside by the coming of Christ, the law for

Christians is to be found in the teachings
and practice of our Saviour himself.

This

18 briefly summed up by Dr. Meredith as
follows :

“Our

:

Lord

teaches that the Sabbath

hath

killed,

you, Fear him.”

If we had

hath

say unto

the

power,

|’

commentaries

and

lesson

helps. It is'open on Tuesday afternoon
and evening and all day on the Sabbath.

A

certain

superintendent

is in the

habit of receiving.gack Sabbath from the
8S. 8. secretary the names of pupils who
are absent on account of illness. During
the week some little token of sympathy,
in the shape of fruit, lowers, or a pretty
card, is sure to find its way to these sick
rooms.
Besides the State Sunday-school conventions of New York and Ohio, previous-

bath-keeplog which best serves that great

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

Colorado, at Colorado Springs, June 8 to
10; Iowa, at Webster City, May

June 2; Kentucky,
29-81.

I." Fasting is not a sure sign of piety.
IL.

The absence

for mourning.
-

of Christ is a cause
>

“Hey

The ¢ Golden

at Danville,

31 to
August

may be retaiped by using Dr. Plerce’s * Favorite
Prescription,”
a
specific for “ female complaints.”

By rw,

Pye

;

p

Christ reveals the fact that all men are
God's children.
He proclaimed a new
name of God—the Father: and a new
name of man, of humanity—the Son; a

vital union by a Spirit ever inward—‘‘a
dight lighting every man that cometh into
the world.”"—F.

W. Robertson.

one command, ‘* Forward.”

|

The tewer words, the better prayer.—
Luther.
a
el Ge A
DUBRRLSIEL
Wi NRRN
To trust God’s Word heals every fear
and sorrow.

An Old Doctor's Advice.
It was this: “Trust in God and keep your
bowels open.” For this purpose many an old
doctor has advised the habitually costive to take

no other remedy

tually.
overcomes this
without the distress and

so effec

condition,
and that
griping
which other

medicines cause. It is a radical cure for piles.
Don’t fail to use it.— Translated from the'
New Yorker Zeitung.
:

tH

One trial will prove

its

merits.

in

Its effects are
most cases

Sid

(e d

er
Whatever disease affects the kidneys produc-

ing of blood, nausea, vomiting of bile and
food, indigestion, constipation, piles, dizzi-

\ ness, persistent diarrhea coming on suddenly

to a person who has always been robustare
certain secondary symptoms of Bright's disoase.

Cova

L

great puffs appear

tenance is pale and
fright, convulsions
heea or

under the eyes, the coun-

wears an appearance of
ensue, the fatal diarr-

pneumonia

sets in, and

death is the

end."
These declarations are the warnings
of men of high authority in medical science,
whom we cannot dispute if we would.
We

expect, when our physician visits our bedchamber, he will come with the possibility
of healing, but there is no disease whichhe

approaches with the certainty of failure like
Bright's Disease.
Is there nohope of cure?
Must this
great malady increase the number of its victims at the rate of 26 p-r cent.
a year, and we be powerlessto prevent? Dr.
Holland says all medical practice is experimental, and that any remedy
that cures is
entitled to the cenfidence and patie agerofthe people.

The

only

criterion of

excel-

lence is success, and, he says, this is the basis
of popular judgment.
e doctors admit
they can-do nothing for a person inthe toils
of Bright's Disease; but happily, theoftimes’
wiser school of independent investigators
has not so failed.
A few years ago
a well
known medical practitioner found the vegediseased kidneys

scale,
and

N.

its manufacture

Y.

and

any other known

H. War-

This gentleman

on a most extensive

and to-day Warner's
Liver Cureis used. more
compound.

Safe Kidney
generally than

The manufac-

turers of this remedy know, from ‘the unsolicited testimony of hundred of case:
curad of the worst form cf Bright's disease,
that it is an almost ateolute.specific, based

on anew and proved theory of treatment

for every

NATURAL

form of kidney and liver dicease,

they make no claim that others can not vertheir own experience.

Indeed, tho

best physicians prescrita it, and it is every-

“where conceded
to be one of the
greatest
discoveries modern medical science has given the world.
The following items are tho
facts of sciencs and authority:
Firsr—More persons are afflicted with or
die of Bright's, disease than any other one.
Drs. Roberts and Thompson].

Seconp—The disease

.

VITALITY

AND

Advancing

[Authority—

in-

use, has proven that it
stops the falling of the
hair immediately
; often renews the growth;

TIAN
and always surely reWIL?
gtores its” color, when
imulates the nuritive organs
both

the

hair

Thus brashy, weak or sickly hair

becomes glossy, pliable and ‘strengthened; lost
hair regrows with lively expression; falling hair
is checked and stablished; thin hair thickens and
faded or gray hairs resume their original color.

Its operation

is sure

and

harmless.

It

Po

Bh

30a

fociat

Panames 1

rT,cts.Silfy:i the eu.
tte.
"Abridged book,

nostage,
2 cents.

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our existence,
Som 18 to Jos. It Jeseripes hii censiderable
etal,
the early events of our
denomin’
history.
$1.00, including postage.
uation)
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
give the rise and progress of this body of

in New York, till the time of thei

Shorty ‘of the General Conference.
tee, 1 cent
Doctrinal Views

20 cents;

pos-

is a small book in
paper covers, embracing
the first 44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 ceats,
or 50 cen ts per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

HAIR VIGOR,

by long and extensive

preserves.

.

union with the Kreewill Baptists.
$1.00.
The Treatise
.
contains’ a brief statement of the doctrines
held by
fhe denomination,
and our
genera)
usages in church-building. It 18 blichod by au-~

cline it to shed prematurely.
AYER’S

cents:

Christians

years,

and either of them

,

cures

Centennial Record.
A vel. of about 300 pages, reviews the denominational Ero ress for the century, gives a history of

our work

in the

causes

of Foreign

and

Home

Missions, Education] Sunday Schools, Temperance and Anti-Slavery.
It also has articles on the

General Conference, Literary Institutions, Publications and Aged Ministers.

The Tables, twenty in number, are of great value for reference.
Theres are steel engravings of

Buzzell, Stinchfield, Colby, Marks, Chetley, Js »
Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr and Quinby.
Price $1.00. Postage 9 cents.
The Minutes of the General

Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close
dandruff, heals all humors, and keeps jhe scalp
cool, clean and soft—under which conditions, dis- | of every session, and the bound volumes embrace

the piocsedinge of

eases of the scalp are impossible,

the VIGOR is praised for iis grateful and agreeable perfume, and valued for the soft lustre and
richness of tone it imparts.

PR. J.C. AYER &CO.,

Lowell, Mass.

Butler's

AND

GRINDERS

MANUFACTURERS

LEAD

OF

DYER’S

of 40 Years’

and

Liver

Continuance

have

TESTIMONIALS,
‘Rev. A. Ridlon,

great

pills, for hey

Rev.S. P.

(Cong.)

pleasure

in

Hallowell,

do more than Jon

Fernald,

(F.

Me.,

says,

recommending

your

claim for them.”

B.) Melvin Village,

N.

H., writes,
* Yi
pills give the best of satisfaction, Please send me 40 boxes.

PROVIDENCE, Nov. 4, 1881.
DR. D. D. DYER

& SoN.—Dear Sirs;

1 have been subject to chronic headache

eral

I had

years.

At times the pain was so

for sev.

intense that

thoughts of a resort to suicide to get

rid of

my sufferings, but about sixteen months ago, I accidentally found a box of your pills and commenc-

ed to use them immediately, and

found

relief {at

once.

taken,

perhaps,

Have,

up

to

this

time,

three twenty-five cent boxes, and feel that
free as people in general from headache.

THE

tures.”

PIPE

Dyspeptic
Pills.

Theology

TRUTH

OF

THE

BIBLE;

lent book for all who would

been Cured ty Them.
They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.

‘“1take

Minis

es

ON

OF

1yl5

Headaches

Baptist

=

are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1
Postage, 12 cents.

AND
NARROW
SHEET
LEAD.
FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.
SALEM, MASS.

D.

F.

Ae 11 cts.

discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of dectrinal theology, and the author’s views

PURE WHITE LEAD,
DR.

different

Price $1. ow

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading.
88 cts. per vol.; postage, 12 cents.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

Headache

sermons,
by as many

ters

ot. J. J. Butler, cone
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

BY

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
- SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINES.

AND

Sermons.
:
A volume of300 pages, containing twenty-three

Butler's Com

MANUFACTURED

CORRODERS

the first sixteen sessions.

$1.00, including postage.

As a Dressing for Ladigs’ Hair,

I am
Have

Twenty-two

‘search

lectures

on

an

excel

the Scrip

the

mest

is a valuable

little werk,

and

every

Christian

Foul be benefited by 1eading it. 25 els; postage:
cts.
The Golden Shealf by
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindoo life
and Christian experiences of Bai, a converted!
heathen, Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Rules of Order.
are the same as those
paper covers. 10 cents,

Church
for

in

the

Manual,

thick

Records

a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers,
Sab-

bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident Membevs, and

about

200 pages

of very

nice paper, for the records of the church, Price
$2 50; Postage 25 cts,
Biographies of
Geo.T. Day,
- - »
+75.
$.
09 « 8g
William

Barr,

Daniel Jackson,
Close

pages.

.

or

en

-

-

-

-

-

0

05

»

Communion.

xperience, -and
Price 20 cents,

Christian

”

«50

an

2.95

05

”

Argument,

for several
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage 8
that I am entirely cured. I cents.
them to every one.
Sabbath School
estéon Books
recommendation is voluntary
are for adults and children.
will, without any solicitation |LESSONS
for
Every
Sunday,
,15, postage ,02
or reward from any one, and only with a desire
STORY of Jesus,
318,"
02
’
that other sufferers like myself may be benefitted
WONDERFUL
Works
of
Jesus,
12,
02
in like manner.
Any person who may wish to
communicate with me ean do

so.

My

address

as follows,
. DEA. THOMAS. G. EARLE, =
(Park St., F. B. Church,) No. 40, So. Winter St.,
y

is

Providence, R. I.

From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—
DEAR SIR :—I have used your Golden Ointment
for piles and your pills. I was so low when I commenced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
and physicians despired of my life. I have been
cured by your pills, and now enjoy comfortable
health.
They work like a charm. One peculiarity in them is, a continued use requires a less dose.

With thankfulness I remain yours,
.
EDSON DUNTON.
Sample packages free to all. Price 25 cents per
box.

6 for $1.00.

Address all orders

prietors,

to

the

pre-

DR. D. DYER, & SON,

22

Burnham

Waldo Co.

12

Maine.

& Bro., Cleyaland, 0.
tleow

“A Violet from Mother’s Grave,” & 49 oth-

C er
for 12¢.

popular Songs, words & musicentire, all
PATTEN & CO,, 47 Barclay St., N. Y. 6t1
40 New, no 2 alike, Chromo

Cards,

Ferry, West Va,
Pricelb cents.
Sermon by

2

id

Ye

All the profits go to the

college.

REV.
BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1803;
at the death of a child, and printed by request.
De only published sermon by Randall,
ce
cen
Fairies Certificate
cates,
10 cts. ¢
SM
or, Messen, ers’ Certificates, 6 ph
hurch Members’
Certificates,
G0
Te

rat
r.
&.
LUE

a

i

T.

Da:
Philips.

25
ots.
25 and 33 og,

Small Engravings. 5 by 8 inches, the same
as those in the Centennial Record, 5 cents each, or

IS pays to sell our Hand Printing Rubber Stamps,
Circulars free. G.A.Harper
k

Donglas’s Address ons John Brows.
By Yoderick Douglas a the laying of the cor
ner stone,
Anthony
Ha
torer
Colle,
Harper's:

nafhe

Y
on 10¢,, worth 25c¢., warranted best pack
sold, Agents wanted. L. Jones & Co., Nussus, X.Y

20 cents for the seven; the fiust four on one

sheet.

Xilwminated Cards. From one to ten on a
ghee, ig 6.inches. Price from three to six cents
a shee!
MAP OF ORISSA.

On cloth,

26

by

86

inches

I. D. STRWART.

Dovar.

N

WR LITTLE GIANT
|" T ’

!

FRENCH BATTERY
RELIEV.
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cure of Bright's disease.— [Craig].
‘What that remedy is
been fully explained in this article, and in commendin,

1t to our readers, we sppes) not to their cred-

: specific for all kidney

difficulties which are

the first stages of this most terrible comlaint
These are facts which every one of
Porethought can ap reciate, and by the ob=
gervance of which a 1 can avoid the misery

«, of “a fatal neglect,”
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Tarp—* While the medical fraternity is

that it is used more extensively than any
otherknown Temedy mow before the people.
has cured even the mest pronounced cases of Bright's disease, and it is an absolute

175°

Baptism

loth to acknowledge
itselt baffled, it can not
pe denied that with the exception «f ono.
proprietary medicine, there is no known

its nature, but it has I7oven so effective
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Having made a tour of the body and find-

ing no other organs which it can destroy,
then the'disease returns to the kidneys; the
back aches intolerably, the urine is dark,
fulbof brickdust and ropy; casts appear, almen is abundant; then come great muscular relaxation and nervous prostration;

IA >

ach.

INSTANTANEOUS.

liver, and the purg=

i

cents.
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0ind
cents each." Smal,
Monstos, 5
postage 4 cents,
mall, orotes, &

Every bottle . warranted to
ve satisfaction.
Send ad.
ress for pamphlet, free, giv
ing full directions for
e
treatment of above diseases.

of

rest Euthority;

So

disease except consumption.

*

h]

:

symptoms

secondary

are

or. Soe

began

O00

Kidney. Wort—for

Bloom of Youth’

These

ed, he sold the formula to Mr.H.

law does not forbid (1) The work of the
Sanctuary (Matt, 12: 5, 6), (2) Works of
Mr. Moody’s sermons are being use
necessity (vs. 25, 26), (3) Works of
in the Greek Church at Beirut, Syria, and
lnercy to- man or beast.” The Sabbath ly announced, the times and places have crowds go to hear them read.
Was made for man, to promote his high- been fixed for the following conventions :

est interests, and that is the truest Sab-

,

are secondary effects of Bright's disease.
The heart, in the effort to Torce blood into
the diseased organs, which are swollen by

ner, of Rochester,

ob
hg an gn oa o

Cd
—

of asthma, and the spittingof bléode=These

table elements which

true and genuinely human and obedient
ments, which are isolated in the same to God, it may not hope to shed some of
his light. There is no life so meager
way, and other smaller rooms for various’ that the greatest and wisest of us ean afpurposes. The average attendance ef ford to despise it. We cannot know at
teachers and scholars is about 580.—8. S. what moment it may flash forth with the
life of God.—Phillips Brooks.
Times.
:

with standard

memory

liver needed as a food and restorer, and
knowing how widely these diseases prevail-

main school, with galleries for five Bible-

than the Ten Commandments. It was
The Sunday-school at Pawtucket, R,
established by Jehovah in the Garden of I., has a reading-room which is furnished
Eden, Moses
acting under divine guidance, gave it the

he

power
to cast into hell ; yea, I

I. Sabbath work. The remainder of school by sliding glass doors, the’ rooms
this lesson contains an account of two for the intermediate and primary departincidents in the life of our Saviour, in
which he, by example and precept, sets

If we were at liberty,

The build-

had introduced a new dispensation, the
spirit of which was so different from the
he

tion to generation.

are

other

distinct $m-

pression from the solemn objects of another world that is ruining man from genera-

These are merely the facts that are
visible, and can be expressed by statistics,
but the wide-reaching influence of this
quarter of a centuryof work for the Master—who can estimate it !-— National 8S. S.
Teacher.
:
In the Franklin 8t. Methodist Episcopal
Sunday-school of Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, each class is supplied with a table
around which the teacher and his scholars sit, and in the drawers of which

and

the

Bright's disease.

helief,

OF GOD.

It is the lack of a bold

vision,

These are secondary symp-

Again, the lungs are a favorite field of operations, and diseased kidneys produce pleurisy, bronchitis (with or without cough),
great paleness, sudden and strange attacks

‘but, | bone.

We are not of that number who believe
that thoughtless and lethargic man has
been greatly damaged by. his moral fears.

from

disturbed

Scratches,

HORSES.

:

York, in a recent lec-

is Josus

our

he not break, and smoking tlax shall he
not quench.”—Rev. James
H. Brooks,
D. D.

THE FEAR

of the City of New

ture before the students of Bellevue College
Hospital, says: “Bright's disease has no
symptoms of its own, but has the symptoms
of every other disease you can think of.”
Albumen and casts may or may not be
present; nor is the specific gravity an absolute and infallible test.
Dr. Thompson
says kidney disease is probably the commonest cause of death in this climate among
adults, more so even than consumption, but
it is a very deceptive disease.
lf a man
breaks a limb he will expect pain in the injured member; if a bullet crashes into the
ody he will at least suffer pain in the
wounded part, but in diseases of the kidneys
he will suffer most in the other organs of the
body. These sufferings
are only the effects,
the cause is behind them, and 1f that can
not be removed there can be no cure of the
effects. Some of the commonest ailments of
humanity are the sure symptoms of Bright's
disease. When the kidneys have been diseased for a certain time there will occur
strange disorders in the head, throbbing

It isnot,

our

Strains,

all turn the hair gray,

reason of kidney disease, becomes exhausted,
hardened or enlarged, or valvular disease
follows, with great distress ucder the breast

that compassionate and gentle Saviour, of
whom its written, ** A bruised reed shall

this post but twice on account of sickness.

kept

It

:

not be albumin-

toms of Bright's disease.

not love

strongly,

believeth.”

may

Lesson Papers
. of the International

Sores, &c.,, on

Prof. Wm. H. Thompson, M. D., of the
chair of Materia Medica, in the University

loses its power.

“in
ish.
\/
ad es So, 1 vaiava fais
ag
:
=ol mp
upu:Ju
wid 18 greatly
wantisg in knowledge, still you may
come, creeping if you cannot walk, to

of

ing which is semicircular in shape, and
was designed
specially
for Sundayschool use, consists of a large hall for the

that he

* Whosoever

about 3,000 per

has been

will

Christ who saves us, and not

In all the time of this superintend-

ency, Mr. Jacobs

he

believeth

Whosoever

prenohers, and over fifty Sunday-school
superintendents! The visits made in be-

year.

that

belief must be strong or weak.

filty

half of the work aggregate upwards

or

Nor does the Word intimate whether

over 7,000 scholars and 500 different
teachers. The number of converts is
estimated at 750, and from the school

have come five foreign missionaries,

God,

Galls,

gg

:

headaches,

the Saviour and confess Him before
men, but the sinner is not to be occupied
with these first, for he needs first to be
saved; and he is saved by believing—
simply and only believing—in Jésus.

organiz-

edin this * city of mission schools.”

te

lieveth on Him,” or in other words,‘ Who-

soever trusteth in Christ shall not be
ashamed.”Of course I am far, from saying
that the sincere believer will not follow
holiness, or that he will not be happy,
or that he will not hold communion

When he began,

his was the third mission school

good—

Whosoever believeth and "feeleth happy
—W hosoever believeth and prayeth well—
Whosoever believeth and loveth God fervently—Whosoever believeth and findéth
the true Church—but, ‘* Whosoever be-

six over his

the three schools, there have been

“sndly

say, Whosoever believeth and’ is

The water

system. *

the gospel is preached unto you.” It is
an unspeakable relief to the troubled sinner to find that this Word which by the
Gospelis preached unto you, does not

all

Se

ous; there may be no casts, and yet Bright's
disease may exist and disorder the entire

there, for *‘ the word of the Lord endureth
forever.
And this is the word which by

with his church

remaining

vicinity.

f you would, remember He speaks to you

with

in- connection

He

as truly and directly in His word as He
could possibly do were He to reveal Himself bodily, so that your eyes could see
Him, and your ears could hear Bim. But
there is an immense advantage in the
written Word over the spoken, that having once received assurance of salvation
in the former you can always receive it

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
On the last Sunday in September, Mr.
B. F. Jacobs completed twenty-five years
of continuous service as a « Sunday-school
superintendent. Of this, eight years were
spent in superintending a mission school,
school,

yet one of its most peculiar features is of recent discovery, i. e., that it produces general
derangement of the tissucs; and involves
other organs of the body long before the
kidneys themselves seem to be affected.
There is no pain in the kidneys nor in their

would you trust in Him? Would you deend on Him to make good His promise ?

lands. '¢‘ The Sabbath was made for
man,”-—not for any fraction-of the race,
but for man as man, the wide world ‘over.
And yet, man was not made for the Sabbath, but the Sabbath for man ; and therefore, while it is to be sacredly observed,
and carefully guarded against desecration, it is not to be kept-in any such absurd and slavish way as the Pharisees
required by
their traditions.— Baptist
Teacher.
.
.

eleven

of this dreadful malady have been known,

could

you the crown of eternal life, before asking you to do anything or feel anything,

the first day was substituted, as commemorative of the rest of Redbmption. Thus
and for

cross,

appear at this moment in your presence,
and with His own voice promise to give

Creation.
After Christ's resurrection, by
divine authority, or under divine sanction,

time,

Him once more to the

curse of God’s violated law. Should

position thdt there was something specially meritorious in bodily suffering, the
matter of fasting was carried to véry extravagant lengths
: and no doubt, as the
result of the easy-going, self-indulgent
style of religion which is prevalent in our
‘time, this means of grace has been quite
too much neglected.
The seventh day was originally observed as commemorative of the rest of

all

So

His death a second time avail more fully
to deliver you from the condemnation and

of mistaken

sunrise till sunset,

‘a prayer than on other days.
:
Smplaining Pharisees. The Phar- Lgl ready to find fault with
‘disciples. They had never

bring

‘views of duty, or from the absurd sup-

the Sabbathis for

form.

would arrest His attention, I think, even
if engaged in making a new world, and

No doubt

Thursdays. The usual mode of keeping
the day was by going without food from
and giving more time

before you in personal, visible

full of sympathy is His heart of love, and
so deep His concern for your salvation,
that the sight of your burdened soul

those days.” “ This kind goeth not out
but by prayer and fasting.” The Lord
Jesus has designated no special days for
fasting, and
no civil or ecclesiastical
ruler has any power to bind the con-

"

and children, are printed monthly. at the rate of
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80; Moroc-

Sm
It is a safe, sure, and
fr
Remedy for

the “fresh” air flue, and three loved ones
Jetished because “somebody had blundered!”
The same result was seen at Princeton Col+
lege, seven students losing their lives by the
faulty drainage of the college
grounds.
These occurrences were not ‘‘dispensations
of Providence,” they were the result of plain

methods of Prévention and cure of influences
which would hurry him to the grave. There
is much doubt nowadays as to what, for irstance, causes malaria, but there is no doubt
that it is the basis of the most obstinate
chronic disorders. Not many years ago a
celebrated physician of London discovered
what is known as Bright's disease of[ the
kidneys. ‘While most of the characteristics

-

kages for the
bers. 5 cents for

} Ears, and all other
Pains and Aches.

Life is a constant struggle for existence, and

lines, and, if it were best, He would instantly descend from heaven and stand

eac

80,

as the fittest always survives, it is the duty
of every man to acquaint himself with the

reading these

co

lessons tor tnrece months, diet
maps a hyarions other helps. It is intended

|

ing garbage! The mystery was explained.
The
ia had found an entrance through

CHRIST'S INVITATION.

grace, is distinctly recognized in the New

Testament.

tical as the father was, he instituted a rigid

Itis not a dead but a living Christ
which speaks to us in His word, and in
whom we are urged to trust. From his
exalted seat at the right hand of the Father He sees you now: while

erms : single

examination, Every closet, pipe
and drain
was found to be perfect, and they were
aboutto give up, buflled, when by accident
: they examined the furnace fresh air box,
and a few feet from jts oping, in a neighbor’s lot, they discovered
a mass of putrefy-

-
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“which always invites diphtheria, and, skep-

For He alone who hears my prayer
+ “i "Has heard the a
of the door.

of

REEUMATISM,

swept away a family of young and beautiful
children. . It was the theory of the physicians that the house was filled with malaria,

When T have crossed the threshold o’er,

Rev. Dr. P. 8. Henson.)

The utility of fasting, as a means

sanitary and seientific principles. © Thousands of dollars had been expended in the
drainage; plumbing and ventilation. The
surroundings were healthful, the air was
pure, and yet an epidemic ot diphtheria

:

d strict;

if

ear,

93.00

Terms

LIP
OR

—

had been constructed on the most approved

One heark’ning even cannot know

stream waters the meadows where grass
and flowers are testifying that it goes on
forever."

York's wealthiest capitalists,

situated on a beautiful hill in New Jersey,
was turned into a house of mourning. It

And never through those crystal walls,
; The clash of life can pierce its way, .
Nor ever can a human’ ear
Drink in the spirit words I say.

prompts a constant benediction, as the

1

Early last g ring the elegant mansion of

The blissful silence of the place,

¢¢ Present duty cannot wait the dawn
of the seventh day. To neglect till then
is to disobey. To perform it then is to be
accepted of its Lord. Our love should
be a constant factor and the deeds it

_ is a large religious paper of eight pages, in its
It js. able, livery ; 3nd profify-third volume,
adbe
communications, should
gressive.
=
?
dressed to Dover, N. H.

Ld REMEDY

tails of Life.

No shadow steals across the light
i
That falls from my Redeemer’s face. '

exact

The Morning Star.

EXTERNAL+

The Importance of Attention to the De-

one of New

Freewill Baptist Publications

FOR MAN AND BEAST.
THE BEST

=p

it Might Have Been Avoided.

No human step approaching breaks

life, new

hopes, new joys will not take
pattern of the old.”
:

NEGLECT.

the Most Serious Results, and How

PRESENCE.

There is a viewless cloistered room,
As high as heaven, as fair as day
‘Where though my feet ne’er join the throng My soul can enter in and pray.

but it

is not the new and can not be treated like
it. This, which is continually being

burst and

1-0.

disciples and the

Jobn’s

Clarke.)

18, 1882.

How Careless Oversight Brought About

Or wait till daily tasks are o'er,
To fold my palms in secret prayer,
Within the close-shut closet door.

hold it a little while, but they are sure to

(Revised Version.)
18

ordi-

FATAL

I néed not leave the jostling world

made, will age,

Sabbath

A

Ps. xxxi, 20.

ment in it first. The old vessels will

to keep it holy.’—Exed. 20: 8,

day

to Jewish

¢« The old vintage may be good,

the

GOLDEN TrxXT.—** Remember

relation

( From Rev. DeWitt S.

Isaiah on the Sabbath. Isa, 08: 1014.
The Pharisees complain. Luke 6: 1-11.
The Pharisees reproved. Luke 13: 10-17,
The Pharisees enraged. John 5:1—18,

7.
F.
§.
S.
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GLEANINGS.

Exod.20 :8—11.

The law of the Sabbath.

W.

AND STUDY.
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The Pharisees answered. Mark 2:
3:16.
1-10.
An acceptable fast. Isa. 58 :

M.
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EE CE
communications designed for publication

necessarily for publication.
We cannot
return
manuscripts unless stamps-are sent for that pur-

Whether stamps will be needed can

termined

be de-

by reference to the list of accepted

cles given at the end of this note
need at least a week in

which

we can use contributions of any

a large corps

of paid

each

to

week.

decide

length.

editorial

and

arti-

‘We

whether

We have

special

con-

tributors and cannot pay for Brlicles contributed
by others unless an understanding is had to that
effect before publication. The following have

been
accepted:
Grandma’s
Valentine; Letter
from Orissa; Boston, Old and New, I; Illustrated
Sermons; Notes from Chicago; Our Publicaons 3

‘We know of nothing

more

* ble in a Christian, and in

end

more

_ destructive of Christian character,

than

the constant study how to get along
without giving more than the merest pittance to the support of church services
and
benevolent. enterprises.
‘Some
men’s souls,” said Douglas Jerrold, ** are

shrunk within them like dried nuts; you
tan hear em rattle as they walk.” *
——

;

The descent is ‘easy and often rapid
from the hights of virtue to the low planes
of vice. It takes a long time to build up
a character whose undoing may occur in a

single hour when the passions are aglow.
Build your granite wall of sound principles; still against it plays the lambent
flame of licentious impulse, often over-

leaping it, and sometimes melting it like
the veriest wax. = Who dares neglect the
prayer, *‘ Lead us not into temptation”?
-

en

~~

The present year began and will end
on Sunday. The Evangelical Messenger
has this bright paragraph :
The year 1882

will

be

gemmed

with

fifty-three Sabbaths. It begins and ends
with a holy day. It is bordered and
fringed with days of peace and rest. It
is a sort of Sabbath year—a temple of the
Lord whose eastern and western gates are

golden. Within the sacred enclosure let
us walk in newness of life, from portal to
portal, and serve God day and night
therein.

>

Samue! Smiles tells of a man who,
his sick-bed,
a

asked

himself,

on

¢* Has

any

good come out of my life? Whose heart
have I made lighter? Whose «sorrow
‘have I relieved? Whose home have 1
blessed? What good have I done? Is
the world any better for my living in it ?”
The answers given to these self-questionings were hollow. The man rose up
from his sick couch a wiser and a better
man. From that time he employed himself and his means ia doing good. He
found abundant opportunities for welldoing. He only wanted the will and the
determination. He found them in the
law of God.
ligion is but the bond of
«ternal

love.

Love,

greater

than

hope,

greater than faith, is the only thing which
‘God requires of us, and in the possession
of which lies the fulfilment of all our duties.

GREATNESS.—Nevery
ot

thought that

th

strikes us as new and great will stand the
test of being expressed .in other words.

Such isthe power of language in the hands
of a master that even the commonest
thoughts may be dressed up so as to
shine like stars which we never saw
_ before. Expressed in less imaginative
and magical terms, we recognize “tliem
to
be trite and commonplace. The
character of a truly new and
great
thought, however, will appear through
whatever homely garb. Thus is it with
human character and greatness. Not
every figure known to fame will stand
the test of less brilliant apparel and fa-

~vorable

circumstances.

These

altered,

our hero shrinks at once. He seems surprisingly smaller now than then. We
have met a thousand men more wonderful than he.

Not

so,

truly great character.

however,

Meeting

with

him

a

un-

der a cow-shed in a rain-storm, a stranger

recognized and felt the greatness of Edmund Burke. True greathess consists
not so much in purple and fing linen and

the pomp of cirgumstanee, as in the

himself.

man

Strange, that this familiar truth

should need such eonstant reiteration.
N9 man is really the greater because he
lives in a palace, or goes to Congress, or
stands in a pulpit. He may seem so, and
perhaps it js inevitable that he will.
Sometimes, too, in a favorable

station

a

man may develop graces and a greatness
that

were

otherwise

never

produced.

But once developed they are not depend-

ent on station and circumstances for their
manifestation,
;
++o>

PATIENCE.
Patience in the endurance ot delf-caused
and merited afflictions is undoubtedly better than impatience. As a praiseworthy
and shining virtue, however, it is far in-

rama

ferior to that patience which. is exhibited

BE

"| to go out within us the serene light of a
devout and patient soul. As the clouds
roll away from the face of the moon, and
in full-orbed glory she moves through the
dark-blue depths, so in

God’s

his patient and faithful

ones

radiantly forth from the

in the endurance without complaintof un- merited sufferings and wrongs. «For
what gloryis it, if, when ye be buffeted
for your faults, ye shall take it patiently?
ut if, when. ye.do well, and suffer for

it,

own

time

shall come

sin-born

ob-

scurations of this present time. The poet
Campbell touched a string in the golden
harp of truth when he sang, ‘To bear is
to conquer our fate.”
He that endures
unto the end, the same shall be saved,
shall share in the victory of Christ the
Lord over sin and death:
We need but

to receive into our hearts the

Po

« Angel of Patience, sent to calm '

reprehensi-

the

our way

mists of suffering, adversity, calumny,
unjust treatment, we should never ‘allow

shold be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Contributors will please write only on one side of
their paper and not roll it preparatory to mailimg. They must send full name and address, not
pose.

pursme

through good report and evil report, and
though we have to struggle through the

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 18, 1882.

Al

calmly

are unable entirely to quench her luster;

attribute it.

It is possible,

the last named

cause

however,

to sustain

portant relation to it.

for

an im-

A sense of

personal indeperfdence has become inorhave

strong hold of the minds

of both

taken

before the ane
Suffrage Asso-

that

he

every

editor

when he suffered, he threatened

him

not; but

that judgeth

civil laws regulating it should

But we believe that one

thing remains clear. Mr. Frothingham’s thirty years of “liberal” thought and teaching have
brought him little that is fraught with the un-

as far as possible, to conform

" A DISEASE AND ITS REMEDY.
The subject of divorce has, of late, received much attention from Christian
philanthropists and statisticians. Conspicuous among those who have written
upon it, and have given the results of the
are

Ex-

President Woolsey, of Yale College,

facts which they have collected,

the

Rev. S. W. Dike, of Vermont,

and

Mr.

Carroll D. Wright, of Massachusetts.

In

states.

Then, let the

for them by

Rev. Washington Gladden,

D.

D., who acknowledges his indebtedness to
the persons above named as affording
facts upon wnich he

bases

his

work

of

general theorizing. A few of the leading
points developed demand attention.
The increase of divorce has been alarming. Less than eighty years ago, Presi-

dent Dygight of Yale College, who doubt-

less voiced the general sentiment of New
England pertaining to the subject, deplor-

due

of

sessed,

article

who

have

process

of law.

Let

the

industry,
Where

economy,

the marriage

necticut.

relation

she

of laxity in

outdoes

Con-

In New Hampshire, from

1870

to 1878, the number of divorces increased
filty per cent. In Vermont, from 1860 to
1878, the ratio of divorces to marriages
had increased from one to twenty-three in

the former year to one to fourteen in
latter. . In 1860, there was

in

the

Massachu-

setts, ond-divorce to fifty-one marriages,
while in 1880, there was one
one.

to twenty-

The present ratio of divorce to mar-

riage in Rhode Island is one to thirteen
or fourteen.
:
The picture presented becomes even
more forbidding in the light of the fact
that the number of divorces in New England, the home of the Puritans,

is

larger

these

marriage

are

not

relation,

which there are but few if any divorces,
deducted, the ratio among Protestant
‘marriages would be greatly increased,

perhaps reluctantly, is soon

pos-q

liable

to

be

in Vermont, one. to nine in Rhode

Island,

great increase of divorce, there has been
no material increase of crimes against

while the laws of some states have been

80 ‘changed as to render divorce easier to

for life.

«What

God

hath joined

And

we

44-044

Rev. John Pinkham of Casco, Me.,
died Jan. 8. An obituary of this fearless
advocate of the gospel of Christ will probably soon appear.
O0-&-0

We would be gladto receive and notice
further reports like that received from the
Philadelphia, N. Y., church, mentioned

in the Star for Jan. 4, and this which relates to the church in Burne, Ill.

respondent writes that for
years every

family

the

connected

Burns church has faken

A cor-

last teh
with

the

the Star, and

that for fifteen years the Sabbath-school
there has used none but our own publications. Such reports sweeten existence
and
are inspiring trumpet-notes that
should arouse the sluggish to wakefulness and duty. Who will sound the next
note ?
4
;

we have

nothingto say—than just dis-

crimination.

Mr. Pentecost, speaking

of

himself and his church in New York, has
said, ¢‘ Believer's baptism (immersion or

This induces the Index to make

after this fashion:
out on the open

a thrust

* Mr. Pentecost set
communion

here is where he has landed!”
We agree, of course, with

train, and
the

Index

that Mr, Pentecost has come to a shockingly bad end, but that he was carried

to

Jew

Palestine

place.

fe.
A contemporary
remarks
ne of Laurence Oliphant for the

impulse to the movement which
to result in certain grants by the

rroment in favor of Jewish colizious liberty.” 7 ;

: {bs
[#9

3 received a5singular communiOne no lobger young.” Tt was
but
MOE

=
To

8

Nie elrL
atnleme

int
at

a

th

recent!

tar,

Ww tb

passengers

something more than open communion
views must explain Dr. Pentecost’s

pas-

sage of that goodly station (inter terminos). The Index has acumen enough to
oA
see the point.
. Again, Dr. Malcom —alas! “He took
the open communion train, and has land-

ed in Episcopacy !"

Dr. Malcom did, we

believe. put his head out of the car win-

lieve it is best known.to the Indez, if our

best known to himself,

We do not be-

vass the town and raise the money.

tees

work is spreading, and the
miles around,

saved

many

money twice

are so limited, and difficult to obtain?
Again, let special effort be directed towards
the ‘“self-support” of churches at bome and
abroad by converts brought into them. So
that they shall no Jonger depend on outside
help, but support themselves, in a manly and
Christian independence; so that the men
now employed in these fields may push out into new fields needing the gospel and Christian
churches. We have not given, as a people,
sufficient attention, I fear, to this very impor-

| tant part
" aide

»

of our work—the

training of ‘the

churches into the line of self-support.

Whether these churches are located in Maine
or Virginia, Indias or
California, teach

them to develop

their own resources, to de-

neud on themselves, and as soon as possible to

‘use

aid which

should

be given

to other

{vids greatly needing assistance.

/

influenee is felt for

thit Casco Si.

Portland, is now free from

years this chur¢h

debt.

hss ben

For

burdened,

and attempts from time to time to liquidate
the debt
resulted only in some reduction.
when it finally settled down with a #8500
mortgage on the church property, and this the

We could thus

is

The rereshing

It gives us pleasure to know
church,

two sets of officers, and the necessary expenses, when one class of officers can do the

Money

* Te

Farmingten Falls

claimed aud converted, and at C. Many are
nightly moved upon by the Holy Spirit. The

Why have two societies with

as well, if not better?

following:

from the Lord has come.
In connection with
the labors of Bro. G. W. F. Hill, thei pastor,
between 30 and 40 at the Falls have been re.

Some things are suggested by Methodist successes.
Our two Mission societies might unite

and become one.

churches of

These

!

Rev. G. 8. Hill sends the

are in the waidst of revivals.

in

| the work of Missions—Home and Foreign.

mews,

churches of Chesterville and

All

people

of

Maine.

|

most sanguine: expectations!
Every
thing
presages’ the near overthrow of idolatry, and
own

to act for

[We invite the sending from all our

they number

to the Lord!

'The Trys.

agent

must be accompanied by the addresses of the items
ers, not AeComarily for publication, and should
reach this office
before Saturday night in order t,
got into the next issue of =the
Star. We, of
course, reserve the right to condense, and to
when for any reason it shall seem’ well to reject,
dose
matter thus furnished. |
4

told, for Missions; last year nearly $600,000
was contributed for the entire work.
The
outlook is said to be encouraging beyond the

our

an

items for this department

tories the work of Methodist Missions has been
exceedingly prosperous.
Only a half century
ago, the M. E. church raised oaly $1,000, all

encourage

appointed

Rinisters and Charches,
———————

beathenism. In Mexico many are turning to
the Lord. In the United States and Terri-

should

have

them. No doubt the readers of the Star wij
be
happy to roll dollars into the treasury of tj,
school to continue its good work.
KINGSBURY BACHELDRR,

a score of ministers, and 900 converts from

this

“ofof

outside

Pittsfield. A committee was appointed to can

17 preachers and 1,200 converts, mostly from
the Papal church, and of a very reliable and

society has been

carrying

for

several

yes

Several plans were suggested to lift the
gage, but none of them seemed feasihy
two months ago it was resolved th
be done and should be done, dr
Jan. 1. Liberal subscription
made by several members, th

of the enterprise with earnes
was begun by those whose #

.was an earnest of sucer 5
were required,

but th,

the last day of the ol
raised. To commer
tendered the sociy

would come, a #
season of gens",
sacrficed the/

happiest.

|

4

and the outl

i

~

er promised i
The North Si

NN
kh

:

ters on the new yo

\

Rev. G. M. Park wits.

\

of the Blaine church anos.
them
two services each alter.
preaching on the afternoon of the

baths for the Mars Hill church.

GY

He Ly

with the B. church half tbetime for the
eight months, much to the satisfaction of

church and people; snd good has been wcel
plished.
ot
¥
New Hampshire.
A large number of the parishioners ip!
friends of Rev. A. B. Drew and wife of &

J. 8. BURGESS.

at Elk River.

ving decided to remain and wurk for the
Muster, my attention was directed to Elk Riv| “i: the eaunty town of Sherburne Co., Minn.
ever able, see posted on every church door,
‘ No man need apply who is no longer young»?
To this last we ventureto reply, Certainly they

should not, unless they are illustration of what
Dr. Duryea had in mind when he uttered his
much quoted declaration, ¢ The dead line of

fiftyIs the dead line of laziness.”

A man who

enjoys a fair degree of health ought to be.at the

very hight of his usefulness

and acceptability

between his fiftieth and—say his

seventieth,

year... We have at least one man in our ministry who,
acteptable

near his ninetieth year, is still ap
and useful preacher’ and pastor.

May he live, if so be in bodily comfort,
his hundreth birthday r

to see

sincere thanks.
Bro. Dudley

[ was

the disposal op

of a merchant; bad been shut up for two yoard,
allowed

Bro.

Keyes

and

him till

his people

Between

thirty and forty have united with the church,
mostly by baptism, and there are others yet to
be gathered

in.
watch-meeting.

Saturday, Dec. 81, we had a
I gave them a sermon from

the words of Christ, * It is finished.” After
this a social meeting continued till nearly
twelve o'clock, when we
knelt in silent
prayer. It was a solemn and impressive moment; many prayers became audible, and thus
we closed the year. Jan, 1st was a busy day.
Besides the full services of the day, there was a
funeral, and also a baptism. In the evening
the pastor gave the right hand of fellowship to
new members.
During this the members of

the church arose, and at the conclusion begun
to sing. They then marehed ronnd and shook

hands with the new members.

It was a pleas-

with our churches here...They take public
collections more frequently than most of our
churches in New England, and ina different
manner.
The contributors walk to the table

Harper's Ferry.

At Martinsburg they make

colleetions for the support of the meetings in a
novel way, which they think proves more suc-

cessful than any otner. On the first’
ond -Bundays of each month they
names of subscribers, and edch comes
and pays his monthly subscription ;

others are invited

and secs
cali the
as called
then all

to give as they choose.

It

took some time, but did not seem to disturb

the spirituality of the meeting.’
called

mourners,

come forward

and’

to the

when

Inquirers are

they

meet-

than & year with an increase of numbers

have

once

mourners’ bench” they

and

I kuew

that

the

‘‘ come through.”

“a

hi

This church fs considered one of our best
and strongest churches among the Freedmen,
.

hig

.
-

cable 3

B

ceased, has erect’

will:

The

Free

with Which

to possession ¢/
repair, as a pa
lot of

land;

‘daughters very
the best furnitu.

having immigrated with no

that

they

I knew

could] not

ulso that

raise

that

they could and

ought to do something, and hence said to
them, that if they would raise one-half, I
would go east and ask Christian friends to aid
in raising the other $600. I came to Lawrence
at our late anniversaries, and asked our H. M.
Society to give the $600, but they had not the

fands, and could aid this’ Elk River Mission

only by passing a resolution recommending me
to our pastors, churches and friends. I have
been to them in part and been very kindly received;
but have not the amount in full. I

ought not to be away from my people longer
than the last days of this month,

(1) to show

that

‘I write this

the brethren, with

A. A.

Smith and C. L. Russell among the earnest
warkers, are trying to carry one of the coun-

ties of the North-west for Christ, and (2) to
ask all of God's people whom I have not

had

time to visit, and who have a mite to give to
God in this Elk River Mission, to send it to me
at Lewiston, Maine, as I hope

to leave for the

‘West the last days of this month, or send it to
me at Elk River, Minn. “ Cast thy bread up-

on the waters and after many days you shall
receive it.” ‘‘ Have faith
God,” and we
shall soon be called to our final reward, where,
with our dear ones * gone before”, we shall en-

Joy it forever,

=

:

hearers

M. H. TARBOX,

Lewiston, Me., Jan. 7, 1882,

Vermont.

‘The church in East Albany is tr,

cover the ground it occupied in the's
prosperity.
Five persons of influence

the church at the conference, Jan. 7.
exists a better union, also a better wor.
condition, than

for many years.

For the

la

few weeks by hard work the 8. 8. school has
been almost doubled.
Rev. T. H. Smithers and wife of Jouth
Strafford were bountifully remembered by

their people at Christmas.

The presents in-

cluded a beautiful large carpet, two album
quilts, u barrel of flour, ete. The little jones
were made glad by receiving valuable toys,
the gift of a lady in Baltimore.
:
Rev. A. M. Freeman and wife,of No, Tun-

bridge, express thanks to the good people of

their parish and vicinity, for their very

gener-

erous donation and Christmas gifts to thd value of $83.01.
Rhode

§
Island.

‘We learn with pleasure of the revival of religious interest in the Greenwich St. church of

Providence, under the labors of Dr. Canfield,
the

new

pastor.

There

are some ¢xcellent

spirits in this young church. May God grant
them a large measure of his favor.
New

In Byron

It proved

York.

’

q week of prayer was

a |precious season.

observed.

Some

were

strengthened in the Ghristian
life and a revival
in the church is hoped for.

The following was received too late for in-

4-0-0
>

West Virginia.

sertion last week: The new Free Baptist
church at Bliss Station will be dedicated Jan.

This is the beginning of a new year. I have the
satisfaction of reporting that a numbew- in this

17th at 11 A. M. Rev, G. H, Ball, D. D:, of

place have begun a new life. ' Since Dec.

11th

I have been assisting Bro. W. J. Fulton in a

series of meetings in this place, Seven have’
been added to the church, and the bretliren
are much revived and strengthened. This is

a good opening for ¥'. Baptists. Our H. M.
Society should take effective measures to locate
& good and efficient minister at this point.

| This church was organized a little

over two

Buffalo, will preach the sermon.
The ¥. B. church'of Stephentown Center is
It is
to celebrate next year its centenaiul.

still bearing fruit. Rev. W. Fuller, the pastor,
held a series ‘of meetings, beginning, Jun. I+
Eight have (Jgn,9) confessed Christ and the
prospect 1s encour: ing.
.
The ree Baptist church at’ Gilbert's Mills
under the care of Rev, Z. F. Griffin 1s prosperIn: a series
ing and greatly encouraged:

years ago with four members. It now numbers

of meetings in which-Rev. Thomas McElroy of

I. Baptist doctrines are well received in this valley by the people. Our Close
Communion Baptist brethren, are becoming

a start in the Christian life, and some backsliders were reclaimed.
It is: hoped’ . that

ever after take that seat when théy come in at about’forty.

the first of the meeting, and mourn ill they

=

4 we

and
present pastor has
interest,
{ liberality was not co.
The owner of the house then said to me that
another honse as good as his could not be built The F. Mission, H. M. .
ties will each receive $1t
for $2,000, and that he thought the Free Bapbe has been a liberal supj,
tists ought to own it as their meetings were
at Alton; now he rests fro
doing good, making
the people better. He
his works follow him,

amount.

According to previous arrangement, I went
to Martinsburg, Dec. 30., to assist Bro. Keyes
I found

it for religious

talk increased the congregation.
A Sabbath
school of 60 and a good congregation of nonattendants were gathered. 1 preached mere

were poor, many

Visit to Martinsburg. -

Jan. 2.

to open

ings, The first meeting, Saturday evening,
numbered four hearers. Visiting from house
to house with prayer, singing and personal

means,

enjoying a precious work of grace.

They also received many
Christmas eve. For all <

then offered to give in $800, and we might

Denominational,

in his meetings, and remained with

for theix benefit $72, $36 of wh!

% itleeting-house had been built, but the build+ + failed and the Mouse, falling into the hands

have it for $1,200.

and ‘lay their contributions on it.’ This is the
practice everywhere I have been, except at

We apprehend that

ed an equal sum is raised

at-

Their mission work in Japan, Italy and Mexico has greatly prospered. In Italy they have

the capture of all nations

of Pittsfield, on the 12th inst. voteq to

Wo
years ago I.went West fo regain lm. mude them uw plessunt visit Deo, ©
red health and the object was secured.

Congregationalists. Butthereis a midway
nevertheless, where

The cite
try to raise in Pittsfield ten thousand dollar,
provid

have men enough ready to embark for missionary work in any part of the wide world.

In Japan

Institute,

of this school close last

ng indebtedness.

izens

tribute men and money where. they are most
needed.
Formerly the Methodists had no
men willing to brave dangers and almost certain death, as foreign missionaries; now they

intelligent character.

Oentral

Friday. It was very pleasant and Successfy)
Indications are that the Institut
e is to be freeq
from its long standi

interests, and having one set of officers to dis-

Mission

ing ceremony, and, though new to me, I enjoyed it. This is, I think, a eommon practice

may stop who will.

largely

WR

roe

Maine

The winter term

Ct., were

[3

D. Po

Flemington, W. Va,

tended and deeply interesting. The Methodists have but one Mission Society, embracing
in its operations both domestic and foreign

principles!

the re |

takes

Waterbury,

more liberal and will in time be foregd fo more
liberal and Scriptural practices.
vy

v

\
rl

;

Let Bro. Gerrish be heard from
on this,

D. WATERMAN,

earned!
If our Methodist brethren, with all
their Mission fields and labors, need only one
society, and have abundantly proved it the
best for every part of the work, why should
we have two societies, though ever so well
equipped and eflicient, especially as our funds

feel that one of the

that terminus on an *‘ open communion
train” i8° not quite so clear. We are
aware that it seems impossible for sone
men to stop anywhere between the position of the * Close” Baptists and that of
station,

Anthony Hall is so far ad-

save the time, labor and expenses of one society.
Why employ two men to do what one
man can accomplish alone, aud even better
than two? Reduce the proposition to business

England, that
cam be urged
churches that
an organized

the resettlement of the land are

of

Wwoulg

er points, and inform himself
of the Prospect
and needs of the churches and
of the brews
renof this growing mountain State,
I am satis.
fied it would resultin good.

Ilike my work here very much, my health is
-good, and I hope to be useful. I now expect to
remain till the school year closes.

work

is

{ Palestine, as set forth in his
“ The Land of Gilead,” ‘doubt-

to-

European countries, the laws

as

ile

b

gether, let not man put asunder,” are
Solemn words.
Let the Protestant ministers ang teachers do their whole duty
iu

dow when he reached the open communion station. Why he didn’t get out is

remain

question

affirmative.

would I ce to be alive when

turne’

mutual dependence, helpfulness, and even
concession. Let it be insisted that the
relation is not a matter which may be
terminated at convenience, but that it is

be procured, this change has been a result
of the increase of divorces rather than its

cause. . In New Hampshire, and.in some

The

incline to the

first requisites of denominational integrity,
strength, growth, and usefulness, is & fair general understanding, all along the line, of denominational doctrines, polity, and practical
work. To secure this general understanding
Js the business of the denominational paper,
the ministry, and the individual member him-

destroyed. Let it be shown that the true
marriage is one in which there must be

Indeed, it would then be about one to sprinkling, as the candidate may prefer)
fifteen in Massachusetts, one to thirteen and infant consecration is our practice.”

agd less than one to eight in Connecticut.
There is also a strong tendency towards
increase in the number of divorces in the
country at large, in England and in zontinental Europe.
It would be quite natural to attribute
this alarming increase of divorce to alleged increase of crimes against purity,
and to such changes in the laws of the
several states as render divorce more
easily procured. But reliable statistics
{plainly show that during the period corresponding with the one markedby the

church itself.””

entered | Sct

proportionally than in the country at large.
Portions. of the Western Reserve in
Ohio, settled largely by people from New
England, seem to outstrip in this particuThe Christian Index, in what it says
lar any other section of the country. It
about Dr's Pentecost and Malcom, shows
may
be added that were the marriages’
rather more Baptist zeal—against which
among the Catholics which constitute
about one-fourth of the whole, and among

We

We believe with Dr. Goadby, of
‘ there is no objection that
against an organized body of
cannot equally be urged against

and | ' —We

ed the fact that there was in Connecticut the:matter under consideration,
as sacreaty
one divorce to every one hundred mar- and fearlessly as do
the Catholic. Let
riages. A great change has taken place, there be a united and determined effort to
especially during the last . thirty years. regain what has been lost, and the results
Daring the last twenty or fifteen: years it |
has been decidedly marked. In the state
It is one of the encouraging signs of the
of Connecticut, in the last named period, times that the alarm has been sounded.
there has been one divorce to about every Already fruitage appears.
ten marriages. Partial statistics from
OS -0-4-0

Maine indicate that in point

proper and useful?

an open one.

their children habits, and inculcate in them | self,

principles,

azine is an able

exhaustive

parties

inations

di-

them also be forbidden to enter again the
marriage relation. The state will then
have more nearly discharged its duty.
But there is work of another kind to be
done. Let the fathers and mothers teach

temperance.

by the

the

been pronounced guilty of crimes, in cases
where divorces are granted, be punished

the January number of The Century Mag-

and

to

vine requirement, and uniform in all the

+09

—=Is the division of the church into denom-

be made,

its winter

or to him whose name it bears,

church

Society

tour through Ww, Va., vigiy
the Kanawah Valley, W. Va. College
and oth.

> 0+.-e,

but

While there
*¢ Christ went to heaven with many a
wrong; his visage and countenance was -has been sleeping, the sowing of tares has
all marred more than the sons of men.” been industriously and effectively prose- speakable peace of the devout Christian. We
| desire not to follow him through the paths of
Yet, all unmarred was his ‘patient spirit. cuted.
But is it not possible to erase this blot unsatisfying doubt to an old age void of the
We recall the noble lines of the eld
upon our Protestant Christian civiliza- rich fruitage of perfected faith. Perbaps he dedramatist:
:
;
sires no one’s pity, but we cannot resist the
tion? Is it not possible to cure the loath- feeling.
‘ Patience, my lord, why ’tis the soul of peace;
some disease? We believe phat it is,
Of all the virtues, ’tis nearest kin to heaven;
——The drink-curse makes fearful ravages
It makes men look like gods. The best of men
and that the method of its cure is among the freedmen of the South. Impulsive
That e’er wore earth about him was a sufferer,
suggested by its cause. There should be and ignorant, they fall easily into the toils of
A soft, meek, patient, humble, tranquil spirit,
a change in the civil statute in two general the fiend. The National Temperance Society
The first true gentleman that ever breathed.”
particulars. There should be placed such has prepared tracts, etc., especially adapted to
them, for-distribution,
Christ is our Saviour because he is first
'and proposes to send
safe-guards around
the institution of
our Example.
‘If, when ye do. well, marriage as will increase reverence for it, missionaries to’ them as soon as funds will al
and suffer for it, ye take it patiently, this and make it more difficult for it to be en- low. The Society has undertaken to raise
$5000 as a Freedmen’s Temperance
Fund.
is acceptable with God. For even heretered. The cleansing of the fountain and Contributions to this fund are solicited .
unto were ye called; because Christ also the causing it to be protected from filth Checks, drafts, or postai money-orders should
suffered for us, leaving us an example,
are important steps to the purification of be addressed to the National Temperance
that ye should follow his steps: who, the stream. Then, divorce should be Society, 58 Reade St., N. Y., of which due acwhen he was reviled, reviled not again; rendered less easy. By some process the knowledgment will be made.
committed himself to
righteously.”

opened

Cp

M.

Jf. take a missionary

We have now, Jan. 5, 198, and

thought

well understands,

sented him correctly.

it has been certain and sure.

If the Secretary of the H.

the precious work

4

to which
until
recently we were entire
strangers.
Friends, we are mot discourteous;
we are simple unable.
We would if we could.
If you were in our places, you also could not.
——The Rev. O. B. Frothingham has said
that the Rev. Mr. Savage, of Boston, has repre.

sexes.

change wrought has been slow and silent,

wrote

in a prog-

Missions.
England would be in advance of the United
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Rev. I. W. Drew has resigned the pastorate
of the Oelwein church.
He is at liberty to engage with another church.
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you really want the best?
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give
it a trial.
Size, 192 pages, 35 cents, $3.60
per dozen, $30 per hundred.
Specimen copy, paper cover, mailed on receipt of
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240 Fourth Ave., New York, N, Y.
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The church in Warren Is enjoying a precious
., Work of grace. Under the direction of, Rev. C.
F. Clapp of Prairie-du Chien, Wis yes meeatipgiR8
have been held ‘during , the last four otiges
Up to this date more 'than- sixty have sought
the Saviour and still the work goes on.4 In this
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Neuralgia,

Bowel,

For all Diseases of the Mucous Mem‘brane and the Respiratory Organs, and
to
purify
the Blood.—An
unfailing
remedy for Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
Bronchitis, Catarrhal Afiections, Consumption, and
all Lung Diseases.—A

Blood Purifier and Nervine.
AEIERAR
Testimony of JN. Hl.

Clergymen.

“I bave used a box of Dr. Warren’s Troches with
much satisfaction and benefit, They are the best I
ever used.”—[Rev. B. T. Sanborn, Fremont, N. H
* Please send me another box of Warren’s Troches.
They are grand. Never saw anything like them before.”—[Rev. W. 8. Packard, Madison, N. H.
“I have used a trial box ot Dr. Warren’s Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches

with

very great benefit

myself.’— (Rev. J. H. Brown, Pastor

to

M. E. Church,

Stark, N. H.
* My wife and myself both think your Troches the
very BEST we have ever used.”—[Rev. J, 8. Bacheler,
Stratham, N. H.
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92 GREAT STORIES FOR 12 CENTS,

PIANOFORTES.

AN ONLY DAUGHTER
CURED OF CONSUMPTION,
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His child is now in this
child of Consumption.
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countr: enjoying the best of health.
to the world that Consumption can, be
proved
The Doctor
Bonjiisely and sLoyHanentiy cured.
Recipe free, only asking two threenow gives this
This herb also
cent stamps- to’ pay «expenses.
cures night-sweats, nausea at the stomach, and
will break up a fresh cold in twenty-four hours.
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WILLIAM KNABE

& CO.,

Nos. 204 and 206 West Baltimore 8t., Baltimore.

No. 112 Fifth Avenue, New York.
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Annual Mecting of the Proprietors of the
Dover Aquedpct will be held
on Saturday,
he
28th
of January, 1882, at 10! o’¢lock, A. M., &t
t
the Alderman’s Room, City Hall Building, Dover,
N. H., for the choice of
officers and the transaction
of such other business as may legally come before them.
JOSEPH MANN, Clerk.
Dover, N. H., Jan, 2, 1882.
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Dr. Peck’s Artificial Ear Drums

SITATE; use Kidney-Wort atonce, (every
uggist will recommend it) and it w
ly overcome the disease and restore
¥Idust

fine large
t of

GARFIELD.

DYES,

©

sei

for the onl

Kidney or
Liver Com* I found them
very efficaciolis in relieving throat
F Griffin—H Gilman—M V B Gile—M M Hurlbutt
Catalogue
ivin
=
plaints, you can be indifficulty and Jung trouble. 1 should be unwilling to do
—H Ham—P Hosp W B Hopkins—A A Heath
lowest cash and nstaloN
i
and cured by
without them.”—[Mrs. 8. W, Adams,
wife of the late
vig
H A Haynes—J E Hicks—Geo Hubbard—J Higment prices. AddressIvers&Pond
F
using.
:
DS
Rev. J. F. Adams of Greenland, N. H
Piano Co., 597 Washington 8t., Boston.
Next session hursdass Feb. 2, with the church gins—H'W Hayden—S A Hunter—C E Halleck—E
“I have used inthe last six weeks seven boxes of
in Cherry Valley. A
ful Attendance is desired.
L Hodge—G H Holmes—F H Hall=J Hodsdon—J
Brown's Troches, but they have failed to help me. I
.
IRA SLATER, Clerk.
Hobson—S F Hill—-C W_Horne—A E Heysom—J
received the box you sent me on Saturday and began
to use them at once, and am happy to say that I am
M Hayes—M Hibbard—J D Hullaf-G N Howard |»
*If
re wasting
with Consumption, Age,
very much relieved.”— [Rev. George W.
Pierce, East
S Hall—-H A Hutchinson—F E M Hyde—C G
ay
as
or
a.
you
will
find
the
Tonic
a
or
Nobody enjoys then icest surroundings if in —M
for the winter in farming districts.
Rochester, N. H.
Hayes—Af3 Hilton—E 8 Harvey—G F' Johnson—
High Invigorati ng Medicine that Never Intoxicates
bad health. There are miserable people about
» 1 was suffering fronyw cough 0c¢tasioned by a cold
large returns for comparatively little labor.
A C Jacobs—W N Jewell—A D Jones—W Jordan
None genuine without signature of Hiscox & Co.
For full particulars address immediate]
atthe time I received them, and they
helped me at
to-day to whom » bottle of Parker's Ginger —B P Jefferson—D M Judkins—H E [ate s=J M
500. & $1 sizes at dealers
in drugs. Large Saving Buying $1 Size.
ORANGE JUDD CO. 751 Broadway, N.X.!
once.
I gave some to one of my parishioners whose
Toni¢ would bring mere solid comfort than all Kenney—M A Keep—M L Kerr—N Keillor-H B
—a
throat was troubling her, and they afforded her great
‘the doctors they have ever tried.
See other Keene—T Kipney--G H Knapp—J B' Lash—E D
and immediate relier,”—[Rev, N. F. Tilden, Lebanon,
Agents wanted for “Our EM PIR E
Lewis—E M Lyman—L T. Langdon—A Libby—J
column.
mm WESTER Jy w=
:
Matthews—J L Meloon—E G
Marble—J W Mauck
* found them to have an immediate effect in reHood’s Sarsaparilla is made of roots, herbs and
Jugt issued, by ablest Geo
hical scholar, Count
lieving irritation of the throat.”—[Rev. Albert Watson,
—8S McKusick—B 8 Moody—Mrs L M Moon—J G
Maps
of every State and Oi
colors, eve!
Rails
Pastor Cong’ Chureh, Hampstead, N. H.
bark.
It gives tone to the stomach and makes the + Munsey—L Malvern-3—M 8 Mason—G Moulton—
J
and Town beautifully illustrated. Tells of
Mining,
“1 have found them superior to anything T ever
weak strong. Sold by druggists.
N W Moon—J W Maxham—W P Mallory—Miss
arming, Homestead, Railroad and other Lands; Transused for clearing and )Jubricating the vocal organs, at
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M Harrison—A H Morrell—D Morrill—J
Malvern
ortation, Prices; Social, Educational and Religious Cons.
the
same time have a genial influence upon the stomlon;
Nationalities
répresented;
Olimate,
Soils,
Products,
—Z Morrill—H Neef—Mrs C G Nutter—A D Niles |
The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
ach.” [Rev, Isane C. White, Newmarket, N. H.
ges all Trades and
Professions; all Statistics; Areas;
ONE BOTTLE A PERFECT
—8 Nixon—L Olmstead—J Parsons—L Patten—B
I WARRANT
» I have tried Dr. Warren’s Wild Cherry and Sarsa* Rain fails ; Manitoba, British C>lumbia, Alaska, Texas an
do.
4
to
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liv2
PILES,
of
forms
worst
CURE for all the
O Pratt—J M Pease—S W Par¢ons—B P_Parker-2
arilla Troches and find that they relieve bronchial
every section, Bells to vagy class. BRADLEY, GARRETSON
er Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
—D Pierce—Z C Perkins—J 8S Potier—S8 H Peudle- |
in the worst cases of LEPROSY, SCROFULA,
«No. 66 N. Fou
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
rritation quicker and more shectustly than any
SALT
ECZEMA,
CANCER,
PSORIASIS,
troches 1 bave ever used.”—[ Rev. G. M.
Rice, Milford,
ton—N G Palmer—A Palmer—8 Pouley—C Putney
etc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
—M A Quimby—W Russell—C L Russeéll—L Rice
RHEUM; RHEUMATISM, KIDNEYS, DYSPEPH.
88
of the SKIN and N. A ROX
Fowle & Sons, Boston.
OF DR. WARREN'S
WILD CHERRY AND
—J Robinson—W Robertson—G W: Russell—-D
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Rich—F Re#d—A P Rich—L W Raymond—W F
BLOOD. $1 a Doge. aol [vers where, Send: SARSAPARILLA TROCHES sent to any address on recelpt of25 cents by the AMERICAN MEDICINE Co.
118 wonder
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When death was hourly expected, all remedies
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discussion: (1) Importance of a progressive Chris- |! N. Y., Jan. 10, by Rev. I. B. Coleman,
Mr. P.E.
tian experience; (2) Contrast between the happi- Horton, of Nassau, and Miss Louisa M. Shepherd,

Eastman ; Sunday 9 A. M., Bible Class led by Bro.
Littlefield; A.M. sermon on Missions by
Bro. E.
G. Eastman. The following resolution, introduc-

wis by one of the best of choirs, and the literwere

and organic} life.”
different subjects.
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Covenant by Rev. Wm. H. Littlefield;P. M., the
Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper by Rev. E. G,
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Programme for next session: Sermon, Friday
evening by Rev,C. Parington;
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Study by
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The meeting was a mutually pleasant one.
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friends. The generous sum of over $140 was
presented in gifts for the benefit of the Elder
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Haynes, both of Candia.
A.M. FREEMAN, Clerk.
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Grand Rapids tie)
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at Berlin, on the D. G. H. & M. R. R., Friday, of Worcester, .
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ri”
Feb. 3, on the arrival of the 9 A. M, tram to carry | Reetz—Shook.—At Cromwell, Towa, Nov. 24,
those wishing to attend.
ys Cirh
by Rev. E, Tibbets, Mr. ‘G. I. Reetz and Miss P.
J.J.
y
1. 8hook, both of C.
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Ashtabula (0.) with the PiéPpgont church, FriMosher—Ralph.—At Warren, Vt., Jan. 4, by
day, Jan. 27. Opening
sermon by E. H. Higbee
Rév. H. T. Baruard, Mr. Albert B. Mosher, of
on “ The relation of the Q. M. to denominational Bharon, and Mrs. Maria A. Ralph, of Warren.
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Elder Whitfield is now 70 “version of sinners, that the decimated ranks

tive minister in P.

stor,
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same, Mr. Wm. Uwens and Miss Flora
of Poland.
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Rich, Dec. 31, mr. E. W. Tilton, of D:erfleld,
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‘Miss Mary J. Hall, of Candia.

more are taking a start-for a better life.....,
The York Prairie & Monticello churches are
weakened by removals and deaths, but there is
also a deepening anxiety for the display of

80. * This was a gathering at his home to
| celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the wedding of the venerable Rev. Wm. Whitfield
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Dr. R. V. PIERCE: Dear Sir—Death J
hourly |
expected by myself and friends. My physicians
—In Poland, N.Y., Dec.
pr
my di
consumption, and said I 21, Enights—-Lanning
b
v. W. H. Merriman, Mr. Henry Knights
must die. I beghn Jakjog your * Discovery” and
apd
Miss
Alice
Laoning,
both of Russia.
“ Pellets.” I have used
nine bottles and am
Thompson—Dygert.—In
Poland, Dec. 25,
wonderfully relieved.
I am now able to ride out.
| by the same, Mr. Stephen Thompson of Herkimer,
:
ELIZABETH THORNTON, Montongo, Ark.
and Miss Clara Dygert, of Norway.
:
Owens—May.—In
Poland,
Jan. 4, by the
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Family Circle.
the
Those of you who are best acquainted with
the
or who have read most extensive'y
foundathe
in
that,
historiesof men, will allow
the
tion of character, the most telling influence is
early home. —Dr.J. Hamilton.

what is it? It’s dreadfully boisterous
| any rate, whatever else it is.”
« Tthe church don’t look very. full;

it

ing 1 swung the door open, and entered.
¢¢ Good evening, Fred.”

¢¢ Good evening, Brother Adams.

eae e———————
Le

IN SICKNESS.
D.

M.

ANNIE

BY

You

the only one ?”

¢¢ The sexton’s round here somewhere.
Nobody else.”
Then we sat by the stove and chatted.
Pretty soon Brother Bowen dropped in,
dripping ; after him Brother Carpenter,
and finally Deacon Davis. As the number
increased, our conversation broadened.
We discussed the meetings, and then our
pastor; and we wondered
why he did n't
come ouf to-night.
;

RADCLIFFE.

vo
The world from me receding seems;
No more its cares my thoughts ‘oppress;
Of all its weight of anxious dreams, '
My soul, disrobed, finds fitter dress.
1 am not good, but He who made

This earthly dwelling for my soul,

Knows well what evil things invade,
And my attempt at their control.

Mye-life has not been wise, or great;

“It doesn’t look well in the Elder,”

Not all its duties nobly done;
But He whose judgment I await
Bes} knows what triumphs I have won.

said Deacon Davis. * I've been working
all day at the bench and am as tired as

he, I reckon; and I don't like to get wet

a
1 go to Him, my God,
Creator, Father, Saviour, Friend;
In angel guise Death waits his nod,
Earth’s conflict with the soul to end.

any more than he. If he can conscientiously stay away, I guess I can. I will

the next time ; see if I dont I”

How frail the cord! How strong the tie!
Sweet pain of life, blest calm of death!
Eternity so fair, so nigh,
.

Come close and fold away my breath.
4-00

¢¢ Oh, no, Deacon!

Don’t be

hard

on

the Elder. Some good reason is keeping
him at home, I dare say,” interposed
| Brother Bowen, a long-suffering peace-

OPEN IMMEDIATELY.

dation.

- Not long. The best and most useful
of us will soon be forgotten. These who
to-day are filling a large place in the
world’s regard will pass away from the

he had none,

made

the

fire,

gaze.

Instead of the bound with outstretched
To open immediately to him?

hand, |

His step, be it dawn or midnight dim,
Straightway may I rise without a fear,

BY ALF WILLIAMS,

How it did rain last Thursday night!
The wind howled about the house, and
the rain-dashed against the windows,
making
all within/ doors congratulate themselves on being secure from the
fury of the storm.
At a quarter past seven the church bell
+« Any one going to meeting

father

inquired,

behind

Morning Star in a easy chair.
a cold, and don’t

to go

Guess I

We always have the best meét--

ings stormy evenings.”
Now father is a deacon, but he does
like to take his ease occasionally without

His cold I

thought to-night was more in his imagina-

as

But then, it isn't

I opened

if

I reckon,”

Fred,”

it.

“Lucky

asl

Adams.

A

hundred

could

have

been

right principles, I'm going

to. hunt

sounded their knowledge of figures, were

not ready reckoners.

+

.

They came and went fur one whole day,

and as soon as the door

was opened

the

next morning candidates came flocking in.
like birds.

Boo, how

seeking employment -for weeks
hopes rise as he read it.

felt his
;

Fred Barker heard it at the breakfast

table the day after it appeared ; his sister

self, * no matter if it does blow and does
pour, it's fan out here when one is fixed

fussy about his clerks, but I'm sure. he

the matter, I heard Mr. Mitchell was real

I started,

er sister looked admiringly at Fred's fair
suit.
face, smooth locks, and well-fitting
« Perhaps Ill call around there after

obstin

me come | awhile,” Fred said, carelessly.

to give thema lesouattall. I wanted

mal-

And now it was

Fred

Barkers’s

been the stimulation of the taste and genius for

turn.

Longfellow, Whittier and Holmes have not
yet certainly appeared, we may rely upon it
Sad
that they are in their cradles,

This little volume before us seems to merit a

the many volumes of
place of favor among
verses that have appeared. It is designed to

make a capital gift-bogk, Complete indexes of
authors and of first lines help to make it
valuable.

Mr. Mitchell read it, then asked =~
questions. . Meanwhile his practical

cy.

tion diamond,

lating
to this d
tment of the Star
Gems,” and ad“i or pani
ing
ay
dressed to W. H. Eastman, Auburn, Me.)

the

CROSS-WORD

large .seal

ring,

ENIGMA.

been

received.

The

popular

and

“a.

uiak but notin in well;
n;

very

literary life of to-day.
Purists in language are
springing up here and there and sending forth
through the press criticisms, suggestions, and

discussions that are already bearing desirable
fruit. Even the weekiy and daily papers show
a growing improvement in the use of language.

‘We believe the time is coming

when

DeQuin-

cey’s complaint ot the deteriorating influence
of the newspapers upon literary style will lose
all pertinence. We are glad to have this little
manual at our elbow, and believe that others

would find it convenient.

to hir-

Sacra,

has

reached

our table

contents

Dllows:

** Unintelligent Treatment of RomanField

of

January,

the

with its

“A

for

magazines,
They are

LXVL”; ¢ Professor W. Robertson Smith and
his Theories of Old Testament Criticism ”;

“The Article

in the

Revised

Prof. Tyler,of Amherst;

Version,” by

* Theological

of this

attention

magazine

Edu.

of

makes

thoughtful

it

readers

| everywhere, it is especially interesting to us,
and should be to all the regular readers of our

paper.

In

this number, our special

correspondent,

the

Rev.

English

Thomas

Goadby,
DenomiDawson

known

on this

and the

as a success in a laudable

ok of the Old Testa-

1

61. 108 is a lady’s name.
97, 95, 27,92, 62,48 is a

mem
|
Mr.Mr. Mitchell
said ay
M

|

#“Pleagse

hurry

and.go

©

now, won't
;

Wo

(aban

* That has the true ring, pure gold,”

~

of Kintore,

writing

the

celebrated

esting matter,

religions,

the

Consonant.
2. ' By way of.
3.
Merriment,

Frank

sents a pleasantly varied and

of contents.

i
OUR WILLIE,
(Answers in two weeks.)
ANSWERS.

2.

:

1. Fife, 2,

4, Drumstick
5

An, npriehit piano.
gle

R
T

T; sugle,
B

8. Lyre.

6. Castanet,

AB. 00
a

Scotch

Leslie:

53

:

attractive

Price $1.00 per year.

pre:
table

F.B. God-

QC

are thousands

who

preparation, or resource for writing; justas.
there are thousands who long to be rich, buy

cannot compass their desires in that direetion;
and thousands who long to be beautiful, ang
vainly exhaust fashion, cosmetics, corsets, and
all that, in the attempt. Meanwhile, those who
are bound to succeed at writing, and *“ have it

in them * to succeed, will keep on steadily ang.
quietly at their books and pens, climbivg up
slowly, it may be,

but steadily, to place

and

pay, first deserving success and then attaining
it—just ag men grow rich

by small aecretions

at first and larger accretions afterwards. There.
is an immense reading public, and there must
be an immense army of writers to supply the

demand.

As

education and intelligence ade

vance, the demands on writers for

higher ang

higher grades of literary work and newspaper
work will advance,

and

the more difficultit

will be to fill the highest. place of honor

ad

emolument ip the world whereof
the pen is the

power,

But the lists are open to all, and seme

must surely succeed.

Why not you

as wel as

another
?— Printers’ Circular.
OE
eB
a

LITERARY NOTES.
eray’s works.

:

f

* Roberts Bros. will publish in January#
volume by William Everett, entitled
to

the

Boys

little

‘School
of/Adams
}

compared, although far below it in ¢riginality
and vigor of thought, with ¢ Ecce Homo,” is
Rev. H. B. Carpenter, of the Hdlis Street
Unitarian church, Boston.

Oscar Wilde has long, light hair, blue eyes,
and extremely blonde complexién.
parel is generally

His

very grotesque and aly

“ Moods,” Miss Alcott’s first no’
been revised and enlarged by the:
of chapters originally written*
some entirely new
chapters

;

The pressure
been so great

on the
this!

Miflin & Co. have Ler
some of their work in

most eminent autb’

The Februar

article likely”
alike:

“J

Together’
family 1

letters f

frontispiew..
the King!” a su,
number.

>

Mr. D. Clinton Peters, ww.
illustrations in the ‘highly popu.
holiday book * Tutti-Frutti” have
from the

such high commendation

he

From present indications

pres.

. «

years of age.

over the country,is but sixteen

has a promising

future before him as an artist. Ambitious
young colortsts under twenty years of age have
a chance to win one of three cash prizes aggregating $400, offered by thé publisher,George
W. Harlan,of New York, for the three best

The prizes are to be awarded in »
The

well-known

Jobn La

artists, Ww

Farge and

the jury of award.

EW

~~

The Cen

15), pub}
of late n

public of
of its extr,
course, only
primed magaz.
can hardly be asc,

priceis 1s. 4d., ane
monthlies contain &

printed matter.
its cheapness

It

nor

neither to its illustrs

raphies, its descrip
Brae,” its ¢ Topics of
and Society,” its ¢ Yr

its * World’s Work”

% »

&

nation of literary and artis
British edition can boast

so.

Something may be due, Lol.
Saxon spirit, as distinguished from;
British or the purely American, that,
its pages: it is much more American the...
Biitish,but it is more Anglc-Saxon than either;

and more representative of the race than

any

of the

“itis

various

separated.

natfonalities

into which

We confess ourselves to experierc-

ing the charm

of this

wider

influence,

A few new pamphlet issues of the National
Temperance Society, have reached our table.
Here is the Sunday School Concert, a collection of concert exercises and dialo
for
the use of Bunday-schools, Bands of Hope, and
other juvenile and religious temperance or.
ganizations.
We notice
also Rescue
the
- Drunkard, by: Rev. J. A. Davis; 4 Bible

Temperance Catechism; and Wine, a Tem-

perance concert exercise, These are all to be
‘ok om
RK
O hi O
obtainedhy single copy, or in quantities,ab
u N
low rates, and may be used as a popular and
4, Suffer little. dren to come unto Me, powerful
auxiliary to the work of temperance
and forbid themne
for of such is the king’
organizations everywhere.
Address J. N.
XVIII: 16.
3
Stearns, Publishing Agent, 056 Reade Street,
New Yor k.
a

Elihu Vedder has completed a new cover for

Bat

whatever its suceess is owing to, the fact of 1s

success is undoubted, and i is equally ubdoubted that it is ungrudged, and will dese¥ed.—Dumyries (Scotland) Advertiser.

Mr. John B. Alden, who organized he
* Literary Revolution,” which has given be
people the best of books at such wonderfully
low prices, does not give up the fight with he
failure of * The American Book Exchang,”
which failure, he claims, was in no respectihe
result of selling books too cheaply, but be
caused by the combination of publishers
d
booksellers against the enterprise. He ind
other friends of the enterprise have org@nized “The Useful Knowledge
Publising
Company,” and a. literary. Rebellion wich

proposes to carry on the fight.

| dard & Co., 6 Bond 8t., N. Y,

. 4
Devoured,
7 4, A Consonant.

King-tisher.

of

semi-religious, and

number,

The Children’s Museum for January

1A

1.

pleasantly

philanthropist, and of Richard Weaver, the
English evangelist. A large variety: of inter-

Park Place, N. Y.

« I should say, sir, that I cannot accept

Lo
your mother needs

Hav@® Met,”

secular, fills

while his color
rose and his voice cheked,
when

reas|

the Earl

¥§

of the

The February number of the - Sunday
Magazine is at hand. Rev. Dr. Talmage, the
Editor, gives the reader his second paper on
* People 1

47,91 1s time to Se
“quotation
from Mrs. Hembo thanir it vr FESTUS:

some-

overthe land. The January number is on our
table. It is profusely illustrated and filled
with excellent reading for boys and girls, We
know of no magazine that gives so much matter for the meney.
$3.00 a year, single numbers, 26 cents. James Elyerson, Philadelphia.

im

6,67is a knave.

of sincerity and honesty shining from the

wa
«Not even

do

young against the temptation of the flashy and
impure publications that go like malaria all

6, 61, 80,00, 83, 44, 63 is

character read— and above all, the look

‘blge eyes. © “vid,”

effort to

It stands

| thing to preoccupy and hold the minds

obliged [1,4

There

colorings of one or more pictures in this"

the good words that are spoken of it.

£5 Ae

fit.

tions, to be called th
from the fact that tb’

It is highly commended by the religious press
and by clergymen, and seems to us to merit

5

eager to hear

just issued a new Cat

of Species ”'; ¢ Specimens of Ethiopic Literature 7; * The
language
of Isaish XL.—

|

and
of, ad
his stud

public

know, and be able to

long to write, but have no special aptitude, or

Strangely

deceased,

ost,

handsomely;to write
know what the

| tell it in such a style that the public will be

Determination

Knowfedge

Abandoned ”; * The Practical

as

The Baptist Review for the first quarter of

“pleaséd

write

one must

this month.

That monarch of theological

flashing necktie. He knew in a twinkling where Fred Barker probably spent

been longin the city.”
« Well; you need none, if I tan: frst

paid one must
handsomely

The author of *‘ Ecce Spiritus,” waich has
attracted considerable
attention nd been

side the ocean, presents a tender and fitting
“tributeto the memory of his mother, recently

My whole is a bouk of holy Writ.

think they ought.

refine und improve our English speech, is one
of the noticeable features of the intellectual and

Burns,so well and favorably

in can;
sit;

®
My nfth is

for it. From the first, they

to receive three or four dollars a column,
valuing their attempts by the labor expended
on them, rather than by their capacity for
pleasing
the public. - Now, to get handsomely

Sermons Preached
Academy.”

paper ou
The Principles of our
national Cohesion”;
andthe Rev.

"My first is in buy but not in sell;

There are thousands of young folks who.
long to write for the papers and get well paig.

commendable effort, on all sides discernible, to

President of Chilwell.College, has a thoughtful

No,5.

‘was taking it all in,—the cigar, the imitathe

piled from the works of Alford, Freeman,
Hamerton, Mill, Moon, White, and
many
others; **Q. P: Index,” publisher, Bangor,Me.,

has

Ty

THE PRESS.

Words, come ec Longfellow is said to greatly admire Tia ck-

A little Manual of Misused

worthy the

ENIGMATIO GEMS.

the smoke thereof

curling upwards into the merchant's
>
He presented his letter of introductic »

Bryant,

of

successors

If the

true poetry.

While the ability

| you?” his sister said; *“ I'm afraid some- said Mr. Mitehell, bringing his hand down
rful,
wonde
How
rains!
it
body has snatched up the place before on David's shoulder. ¢‘My' dear boy, I
But how fast
!
want you, and I do not want you to, do
drop
every
a
;
this time.”
: bi to.think that God knows
“1 will }
~ Fred finished his breakfast in a leisure- any work for me on the Sabbath.
pay
you
ten
dollars
more
a
month
than or},
puzzle sent us
the month of January,
alhis
to
touches
extra
few
a
put
way,
ly
water
to
earth
the
over
it
ses
and diffa
Competi
wip
zzles on only one side
the
last
clerk
received,
because
I
am
glad
and
cigar
a
lighted
toile,
cageful
ready
just
the
it falon l
the ground, He makes
Teor
crater
Il
t
o
r
udktos
hil be oe
to find one boy out of a hundred who re- Tained for use In he department, Fosved
|
TC
and on the unjust alike. This wind, t00; sauntered forth.

a.

ability to produce it. One of the effects of our
national experience during the Civil war has

cation”; together with Notices of Recent
ice.
Publications. Andover, Mass.: W. F. Draper.
Nature never moves by jumps, but always in steady and supported advances.
The General Baptist
Magazine for JanSelected.
>
uary meets with a warm
welcome from us.

He stood before Mr. Mitchell, his hat on
his head, his cigar removed from this

joni, it is true, but

add, in their

we may

poetry, and,

of good

sm”;

;

some, well-dressed brother,” snd the eld-

vexed with mother for being half-hearted
herselt and still more for trying
to detain

of it ‘myself.
* ‘son ; but I've got the benefit

hand-

can find nothingto objectto in my

provoked with father for shamming and

though, on my part, that made

country are growing fast in their appreciation

[=~

David,”
I forgot to tell Well,
gov and walked backward and forth,
paper that
's
yesterday
in
you that I saw
Phat
if I were to tell you that you can

Louise said, * Oh, Fred!

influence and your appearance will settle

I believe it was sheer

volumes of selected poems have found sale
during the past few years. The people of this

Bibliotheca

but

the

are drawn from

best of standard and contemporaneous authors.
It is certainly remarkable to what an extent

the high school and earn hig liv- | :M:
to 1éave

I with my-

me.

weep-

y

the cause, which is not justice,

too! What's he mean? -Is he going to
push me into the house ?
Mitchell and Tyler want a clerk; that
providing you will
:¢“ Hollo, there!” I shouted.
; ‘willbe the place above all others for you, ‘have the: situation
can
Sabbath?”
every
you
of
part
a
course
Of
work
store.
“Oh, hollo! Beg pardon. Bad night#?: It's a splendid
It was almost a oruel test. The boy
“Yes, bad night;” and 1 added face- get the place if you are not too late. You
a moment—then ho said,
can take a letter from Uncle Horace; his ‘hesitated—just
tiously, *“Good-night.” :

I was provoked when

shiver-

and

WISE WORDS.

A
“Wanted, a clerk at 650 Washington St.” ing. aiid
sharp eyes; he
This was the advertisement that ap- ... Mr. Mitchell had very
garments, |
prushed
well
the
of
note
took
peared in one of the morning papers of a’
boots, the snowy collar¥, und
shining
the
large city.
1
finger thode
ely clean
delicatsmall”
cuffs, bythesuk
19
things as.
who had been oven
_Many.a young fellew

at me, and his umbrella is * head on,”

for it.

many

hearts

A handsome woman pleases’ the eye,
but a good woman charms the heart.
Discretion is the golden cord on which
wisdom strings her richest jewels.
Men often judge the person, but not

him

that many of the boys could not give satisfactory. answers to the’ searching questions, and others, when Mr. Mitchell

How

beyond themselves.

up if it takes all winter,” so it turned out

evenings, althoughhe had been

BY MRS. C. M. LIVINGSTON.

it does pour! And which way does the
wind blow? It surely is dead ahead,
yet every one I see appears to be facing
the blast. There's a man coming right

Well, well,” communed

poems of a pure and elevated character, and
those alone.” The selections, as a whole, are

and

ing eyes there are in the world, just be-

who has good" habits snd

what books he was
learned
ow
he was going on with

THE TRUE RING.

at-

I've got

this coat and these boots on,” I thought
to myself.
x
Then I struck out on the street.
Ev.
ery shop-door was occupied by one or
more beleaguered pedestrians anxiously

waiting for it to *‘ hold up.”

in red (edges), white (pages), and blue
(covers). It “is intended to contain love-

cause people do not stretch their comforts

is a boy

there just as well as not, if they had only
the min- thought so! I say every Christian ought my-eyes,” Mr. Mitchell remarked
self. The bright, frank facey
;
to have rubber-boots and waterproofs,
aly air of the boy i
€
the rain and every Christian ought to use them, |
tn
A
he
“was
still
mprg
the cur- too, rain or shine.”
when he drew him into convémsation
stoop and
0-0-0

The wind wrenched the

umbrella almost from my grasp

tempted to raise

would

the door;

« there'll be no one there but
ister.”
A sudden gust of wind drove
half across the room. To save
pet I stepped hastily out on the
closed the door.

or

two birds in a nest.

ing bodies and heavy

Price $1.50.

1882. pp. 174.

DECAPITATIONS.
said the deacon. ** It’s too late now for
1862 bas reached us. This able magazine has a
No, 6.
any one to come; and we'd better start his evenings, and that it would take more_
1. Behead a Plant and leave to wash away; -good reputation among publications of its
before it begins to pour again.”
money to indulge his tastes than he could again, and leave to impel.
kind, apd it certainly merits wide and cordial
2. Behead to separate and leave to depart.
support. The contents of the present numbvor
“Well! Good night.”
a
honestly earn.
3. Behead to evade harm and leave the
are as follows: ¢ Present Relation of Scien“Good night. It's going to clear,
To Fred's astonishment he presently shaft of a column ; again and leave a garment;
tific Thought to Christianity,” by Pres. Moss,
again and léave an animal.
don’t you think?”
heard, ¢* I do not think, young man, that
4. Bebead steady and leave a household ar- | of the Indiana University; * Philo and the
capable.
« Look’s like it. ~Good night.”
leave
and
again
;
jete
you are just the one we have in mind for
Therapeutzw®,” translated with Notes fromthe |
Holes Bohead to seize and leave a tool; again
¢ Good night.”
:
German of Prof, Hilgenfeld; ‘‘ Theories of the
this place.” Then before he knew it he J ‘and leave a serpent.
EVANGELINE.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*»
Atonement ”; “-The Resurrection of our
was bowed out.
;
« You've got home early,” said fatker
Lord”; “ Story of Jephtha’s Daughter; ¢“ A
The
next
boy
who
was
admitted
did
not
ENIGMA.
on my return. “Had a good meeting?”
Hundred years of Kant ””; together with the
7.
advance with such an over-confident air.
No.
:
.
usual Book Reviews and Notices. Cincinnati:
« Good meeting ? Yes, political meetHe held his hat in his hand and spoke in
I am composed of 108 letters.
Published quarterly by J. R. Baumes, at $2.50
ing,” I reforted.
‘Catch me going out
80,
My 31, 8, 16, 30, 56, 70, 39, 28, 46, 60,71,
a year.
:
another stormy evening, if the minister a modest, respectful manner.
102 ‘is a celebrated poetess.
«¢
Have
you
any
recommendations
py
95, 16, 1, 66,67, 97, 15, 35, 38 is a cel94,
My
and deacons are too lazy to go. There
wil
Golden Days for Boys and
Girls is a
« No, sir, I have none,” David answer3 41; 438’ beautiful swamp weekly issued in monthly parts for those
wasn’t any body there but the four standhaye not
We
‘‘
‘dejectedly.
little
a
ed
bys,
Carpenter,
Bowen,
Davis
and
who prefer to purchsse it in that shape.
el VE

water. Besides, I've got the necessary
adjuncts of a good Christian, a gossamer

for me to criticise my father.
“It's nonsense to go to-night,

Not ten per cent. of the

« We'd better all go home,

« Well, I'll go any way!” I exclaimed.
«I'm a Baptist, and not afraid of a little

coat and a pair of rubber-boots.

the lowest
The Irish
to the polls
to the dic-

they could. Suffragists stretch the truth
when they suy women want to.”
« Never mind the women for a minute,
brother!” interrupted Brother Adams.
«If we aint goin’ to have a meetin’, I'm
goin’ home.”

the

minutes I'd be completely drabbled.”

called,

1nd

women really want to vote,

“Fred can go,” interrupted mother,
" «1 can't. This wind would blow my
skirts so that I couldn’t walk, and in five

mother

0,

but they don’t.

as well as not,” he continued, addressing
me.

tion than in his body.

unfavorable to their
‘preity nearly évery

should be allowed to, if they wished it;

“I've got

think it prudent

liking to acknowledge ‘it.

the

ed,” said Mr. Carpenter, * and that they

myself, but you and mother might go just

can go.

‘congenial’,

¢ Well, I believe women have the right
to vote, so far as absiract right is concern-

to-night?”

ensconced

not

Mitchell,

ings?” Do you play cards, go to the
theater, etc?” for Mr. Mitchell had dein the world

is

marked the deacon.
*“Only
clases of women would vote.
women would be sure to come
and cast their ballots according
tates of unscrupulous priests.”

began to ring.

Mr.

where so much

“You're right, -there, Carpenter,” re-

NIGHT.

clerkship?

clared to his partner, ¢¢ If there

time.”

——r
el
Amer

fill the vacant

the senior partner of the firm, had asked
some plain, straight-forward questions of
them ; ¢ Where do you spend your even-

from meeting ; and ¥.guess in politics,
weather would be
going to the polls

And open immediately to him!
:
—Margaret J. Preston.

RAINY

election-day

should be stormy, do you think women
would exert ‘a great influence at the polls™?
I calculate not. Women are much more
religiously inclined naturally than men,
and yet a heavy rain will keep them home

If this is the only thing foretold
Of all my future—then, I pray, «
That quietly watchful I may hold
The key of-a golden faith each day
Fast shut in my grasp, that when I hear

THAT

and

Poems of Love, seleeted

bright and cheerful, and

~

knows, or would like to

have here a neat little volume gotten up

We

should?
Rain or shine, I say, he ought
to be here. It isn’t far for him either; not

be extended to wonien,

:

41 Franklin St.

hastens away to offer homage to the li¥-

and

individual,

by the Editor of ** Quiet Hours,” * Sunshine
in the Soul,” ete. Boston: George H. Kilis.

around them, and cares® not to look in
upon this unobtruding grief. It carves-a

while his mother was preparing breakfast “ing.— Selected.
put himself in the neatest possible order
half so far as I have to come.” And the to go to Mitchell and Tyler's.
STRETCH IT A LITTLE.
When he appeared at the breakfast
good man clenched his umbrella tighter
A little girl and her brother were on
table looking so bright and neat, his
as he sidled toward the door.
their’ way {o the ragged school on a cold
*¢ Wal, I spose Sister Walker couldn't mother thought he was a son to be proud winter morning. The roofs of the houses
I wonder if I at his tap shall spring
come out to-night and the Elder didn’t of—the handsomest boy in the whole city, and the grass on the common were white
In eagerness up, and cross the floor
With rapturous step, and freely fling,
want to leave her alone,” put in Brother yet his face was actually homely, as far with frost; the wind was very sharp.
In the murk of the midnight, wide the door? Adams.
‘I know I didn’t want to leave as beauty of features was concerned; his They were both poorly dressed, but the
Or will there be work to be put away?
:
Jane
to-night.
She wan't feelin’ very- clothes were coarse and he had no fancy little girl had a sort of coat over her
Or the taper, that burnstoo low, to trim?
well.
But I came ’cause I knew we'd 'neck-tie, or flashing pin, or gold cuff which she seemed to have out-grown. As
Or something that eraves too much delay
have a good meetin’. But we do need buttons like the elegant young gentleman they walked briskly along, she drew her
To open immediately to him?
the
women-folks, though, to do the sing- who now walked before him.
companion up to her, saying: *‘ Come
Or shall I with whitened fear grow dumb,
in’; can’t get along without that.”
What was the reason that among the under my coat Johnny.”
The moment I hear the sudden knock,
It isn’t big
* Look here, now,” said Brother Carlarge number of boys who filed in and enough for both,” he replied. ¢O, but
And, startled to think he hath surely come,
Shall falter and fzil to find the lock,
penter, coming back to his chair by the out of Mitchell and Tyler's private office I canstretch it a little,” and they were
And keep him so waiting, as I stand,
firé, supposing the right of suffrage should no one of them had yet been selected to soon as close together and as warm as
Irresolute, while my senses swim,

is tospread,

stability of nations.—

become the
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on beside and

line and pears a stone over the dead,

which it

good to the

Channing.

new made grave,

The world sweeps

The culture

is also to

around other supports, and. we no longer
miss the one that has gone. So passes
the world. But there are those to whom
a loss is beyond repair. There are men
from whose memories no woman's smile
can chase recollections of the sweet face
that has given up all its beauty at death’s
icy touch.
There are women whose
plighted faith extends beyond the grave,
and drives away as profane those who
entice them from a worship of their
Such loyalty, howevburied lovers.
er, is hidden away from the public

the papers and answered adveftisements
until he was well nigh discouraged. The
places were sure to be filled by persons

morning,

revolutions.

whilst an unspeakable

time the tendrils of love have intertwined

ployment, had improved every moment in
doing odd jobs for anybody, had studied

that

.|

and wildly crying out in our grief that
our loss is irreparable, yet, in a short

ute to 650 Washington
;St. He was the
eldest of a family of children whose father
had died at the beginning of this long
winter. David had tried hard to find em-

who had influential friends;

The diffusion of these silent teachers, books,

at furthest, a few years after the grave
has closed upon their remains. We are
shedding tears above a

B

WRITING FOR

through the whole community, is to work greater
effects than artillery, machinery, and legislation. Its peaveful agency is to supersede stormy

remembrance of man in a few months, or

Gregg.
He too had seen the advertise
ment, and was on the way that very min-

come to meeting, I'd like to know

who

DOES THE WORLD MISS ANY ONE?

This was David

¢¢ I think just as the deacon does,” said
Brother Carpenter. * If the minister don’t

z

re

of success.
4
Just behind him there walked with
brisk step a boy of fifteen, a year or two

younger than himself.

Book Table.

and

teachings,

mother’s

fears to disobey his Lord.”— Royal Roud.

Thus equiped he felt confident

for his father had removed to the'city from
the country only a short time before his
death, and now, more because he applied
for everything he heard of than from any
hope of success, he had risen very early

maker.

v The certainest, surest thing I know,
‘Whatever, what else, may yet befall
Of blessings or bane, of weal or woe,
Is the truth that is fatefullest far of all,
That the Master will knock at my door some
night
.
And there in the silence, hushed and dim,
Will wait for my coming with lamp alight,
To open immediately to him.

x

it

isn’t more than half lighted ;"—so think-

world,

2h

a

his

members

* Better throw away yodF cigar before
you go in, Mr: Mitchell may object to
that,” said Louise, who stood in the front
door as he passed out.
« He'll have to take me as I am,” Fre
said with a lofty air; ‘all gentlemen
smoke. I do not propose to be a slave to
him or any other man.”
He called in at his uncle’s office on the
way and procured a letter of recommen-
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Not even the solid mountain

my eyes.

wills, composed of the hardest of our
rodks, could arrest the forward march of
the terrible glacier. This block of granite, torn fromthe mountain side, was
abaut twenty feet long and fifteen broad.
jt bad been broken unevenly, and was
still covered with moss. A part of it was
overhpped by the ice; and the upper
stratum
of the glacier, Raving a sironger
currely than the lower, would finally run
over if and hide it from view as the onward march continued; and when the
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When the hunter has found a rubber

itree, he first clears away a space from
the roots, and then moves on in search of
veturning to cothmence, operations
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{{rees require but little attention, and
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&n to yield returns sovner than any othjert Those that yield the greatest amount
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theicrude India-rubber imported into the
Stales annually
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THE 0ZAR'S HOME
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Apart from the continmal dread which
mug ever hang over the Czar Alexander

on these

tremely fond of

excursions

an

happy one.
ileto the outer

world,

this

ruler

of ofer eighty millions of people is stein,
and fven overbearing in his manner, in

music;

and this

Czar,

happy in the

# lle, was

on ill terms

with the

Shad also with his eldest son, the

Ous for

Danish
The
O'clock

Czar
his

has always been conspicus

chivalrous devotion

to his

spouse.
Czar rises early; and by ninehis breakfust has been finished,

and he has repnired to his comfortable,
but simply-furnished, study
to begin hel abors of the day. Far from bebt
le man, his position as an abso-

ute
chould

utieg,.

monarch makes it necessary that he
980rb most of his time in regal

With
hij pa
: 8 many

thes

he is taken up the

great-

the day, no matter in which of
palaces he may be for the time

esiding ; for he has a decided

aptitude for

public affairs.

taste and
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to ph nislars, who make daily reports
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“ So Weak I Could Scarcely Stand.”
A very decided
gain is shown in the following case of a
ent residing in Carthage,
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wonders, marvels,
mysteries,
pecret
doings, etc., of the Capital, “as a
sees hemp
gives sketchesof The Ladies of the White House, and is
best selling book out.
It
sident and Mrs. Garfield. Send for circulars,
d
make money.
ing Oo., Hartford, Conn.

clerk.
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greatly

feels

work for the Master.

RIDLON.—Mrs., Ridlon, wife of Rev. I. G.
Ridlon of Phipsburg, Me., died Dec. 24., aged

.

G. R.

and 3 months. She was converted in ‘early
life and joined the F'. B. church, in Lebanon, N.
H. On moving to Great, Falls she was received into the Great Falls church by the pastor, Rev. Silas Curtis, more than forty pd
ago. Her devotion to the cause of God and the
till within

years.

two

She

read and

loved

kindness both felt and done,

pure, so full of

is

the affectionate respect with which her death
or almost forty
is universally regretted.
ears she hore the sorrows anu cares of widowood, but was blessed with the privilege of
regring to manhood und womanhood a family
For them she spent
of dearly loved children,
Lord
her earthly life and now lives with the

C. D. D.

she so well served.

DaY.—Bro. Allen Day, son of Dea. Ditus Day
of Castle Rock, Minn,, was killed in Chippewa
Co. by the accidental iischarge of a gun which |
he was carryics while
riding on a sulky
plow.
Deceased was nearly 24 years of age

and a faithful member of the Castle Rock
church. He is greatly missed.yt home; in the
church and, ‘as he was a general favorite,
among the young people,
J. D. BATSON.
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Selling Pictoral Books and Bibles,
Prices reduced 83 per cent. National Pub. Co.,. Phila. Pa.
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Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and a points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wig.
consin and the Northwest.
At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chica
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart ih
rive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.
At Chicage, close connections are made with
the Lake
Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &
Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Denneyissis, 2nd Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the
ee and Pan
Handle Routes.
Close connections made at Junction Points,

Itis the ONLY LINE running

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars
BETWEEN

CHICAGO Sleepers
and COUNCIL
BLUFFS.
on all Night Trains.
Insist upon Ticket Agents selling
you Tickets
via this road. Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read over the Chicago &
North-Western Railway.
If you wish the Best Travelling Accommoda«
tions you will buy ==
tickets
this route,
¥@.AND

WILL

TAKE

NONE OTHER.

All Ticket aoe sell Tickets by this Line,
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. &Gen’l Hanky,
Chicago.
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lus. Catalog, Free. Address BEATTY,
Washington, N
i
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Ben-

Eddy-

prefer

séparate apartments

for different

follows :

At CHICAGO, with all diverging lines for the
East and South.
:
At ENGLEWOOD, with the L.S. & M.8,, and P.,

Ft. W. & C. R. Rds.

WasHINoTON HriguTs,

At

with P., C. & St.

At LA SALLE. with IIL Cent. R. R.

At PEORIA, with P. P.& J.; P. D. & E.; IL.B.&
Rds.
W.
T. P. &
Hi
1
5
and Rock
with “Milwaukee
a,
Island Short Line,” and Rock Isl’d & Peo. Rds.
‘At DAVENPORT, with the Davenport Division
a
wittrthe B. C. R. & N.R.R.
0
hut «F110
with Central Iowa R.
‘At GRINNELL,
. At DES Morais, with D.M&F

R. R.; W.,
AtOTTUMWA, with Central Iowa
:
8.
and C., B. and Q. R.
.,
Wab,, St.
War.;
&
Peo.
Tol.,
with
ae
Sh
Rds.
R.
.
W
N.
&
Reo,
L.
Louis & Pac., and St.

, with H. St. J. R. R.

At CAMERON
Fe;
At ATCHISON, with Atch. Topeka & SantaK
Atch, & Neb,, and Cen. Br. U. P. R.Pac,Rds.
Kan.
and
At LEAVENWORTH, with Union

purposes (and the immense passenger business
oo: Lr] C17, with all lines for the West
of thig'line warranting it), we are pleased to announce that this Company runs Pullman Palace
DES
MOINES,
TA.
th
run
LLMAN
and LEAVENWO RTH.
CODNOIT, BLUFFS. KANSAS CITY, ATCHISON,Rock Island Route,” are sold by
Great
A
address,
For information not obtainable at your hone office,

ted demand for this

soul-stiring work,
Sample
25 cts, (sells for §0 cts,) two
for 40 cts. and terms, Agents
grasp a fortune, 1000 other
brand-new goods. A, B.
PRATT & C0. 27 Park Place, NewYork

{

Tinihgton, Bonaparte,

ville, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, and Des
Moines;
Mt. Zion to
sauqua; Newton to Monroe; Des
Moines to Ind®nola and Winterset; Atlantic to
Griswold and
Audubon; and Avoca to Harlan
and Carson. This is positively the only Railroad, which owns, and operates a through line
from Chicago into the State of Kansas.
Through
Express Passenger Trains, with Pullman Palace Cars attached, are run eac way daily
between CHICAGO and PEORIA, KANSAS CITY,
COUNCIL BLUFFS, LEAVENWORTH and ATCHISON, Through cars are also run between Milwaukee and Kansas City, via the ** Milwaukee and
Rock Island Short Line.”
The “Great Rock Island” is magnificently
equipped. Its rbad bed is simply perfect, and its
track Is laid with steel rails.
What will please you'most will be the pleasure
of enjoying Jour meals, while passing over the
beautiful prairies of Tlinois and Towa, in one of
our magnificent Dining Cars that accompany all
Through
Express Trains, You get an entire
meal, as good as Is served in any first-class hotel,
for seventy-five cents.
.
ppreciating the fact that a majority of the

For

. 8. Frost & CO., Biddeford, Maine.

this great Through Line are as

Washington toSigourney, Oskaloosa. and Knox-~

tonsport, Independent, Eldon, Ottumwa,

expenses to agents.

Agents
H

ville; Keokuk to

es Moines (the capital of 10

and

covers

tic, and Avoca:
with b
Junction to Peoria; Wilton Junction to Muscatine, Washington, Fairfield Eldon, Belknap,
Centreville, Princeton, Trenton, Gallatin, Cameron, Leavenworth, Atchison, and Kansas City;

Sleept:
Cars for eating
purposes only, One other
Dini
at feature of our Palace Cars is a SMOKI NG
ALOON where you can enjoy your * Havana”
at all hours of the day.
Magnificent Iron Ridges span the Mississinni
and
Missouri rivers at a
nts crossed by t
line, and transfers are avoided at Council Bluffs,
Kansas QitY Leavenworth and Atchison, connections bein

Ago
Bluffs, passing Shrough Joliet, Ottawa, La Sall
Geneseo, Moline, Roc!
Liberty, Jowa City, Marengo, rooklyn, Grinnell,
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RAILWAY

—OF THE
WEST AND NORTHWEST !
It is the short and best route between Chigago and
- all points jn °
Northern Illinois, Tows, Dakota, Wyoming, Ne-

Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis
uron,

VANDUZEN & TIFT,

ic Books, and publish the Christian Cynosure, a
1:page ‘weekly papev opposed to secret societies.
1yl

.

thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

L rates.
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and hence the

LEADING

FIELD,

Bromdway, New

Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Gordon Printing Co, Northford Ct,
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EQUIPPED!

DENVER,

BOSTON.

WARRANTED.

cents.
They also keép a full assortment of Anti.Mason-

gns, name on 10. 5 (icant
new designs, the
handsomest pack ever sold,
withname 100, or 25 Extra

CO.,,

Is the OLDEST | BEST CONSTRUCTED

OFFER FOR

A Distinguished

ALL.NEW STYLE OCNROMO Cards, beautiful dee

&

& North-Western
RAILWAY

Council

BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churche:

late President of Oberlin College, Ohio.
He renounced Masonry soon after
his conversion to
Christ. Messrs.
E. A. COOK & CO., 13 Wabash

50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Bos-
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and
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608 Washington §.,

affection of the

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:
“It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case’ with most preparations, but
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint.”
: DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bearing similar names, Be sure you get
DR. WISTAR'S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,

8.

the money

Address

|
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cure.

treatment

purchaser
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including
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the
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HUNT
BROS.
Gen. Managers,

LOW
prices for eash, Instalments received.
SPLENDID ORGANS. £43.850.860 up. MAG.
NIFICENT 7%0ct. ROSEWOOD Pianosstool
and Cover.only §190. W
nied 6 years. Xl

Sold by druggists and dealers penerally,

price.

—)THE (—

braska, California, Oregon, Arigona, Wtah,
rado, Jdaho, Montana,
Nevada, and for

By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.

ton, Mass,

of

SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,
Gen. N. E. Agts,, 24 & 26 Tremont St., Boston, Ms.

FREEMASONRY
"EXPOSED!
* THROAT, LUNGS AND. GEST,
Whooping Cough,

For fi

» Philadelphia, Pa.

PIANOS 1nd ORGANS if EXTRAORDINARY

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,

She
services of his house was remarkable.
was found in her place all kinds of weather

the Star, almest from its first appearance, and
took warm interest in the work of missions.
The most Riuing eulogy of a life so good and

A GREAT

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE OF

J. RAND.

yo.

time,”—

Rev. Joel Bakbeloved memhad faithfully
years
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and
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Gorham,
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does not effect a

sued only when

ult of colds, used them, aha experienced such relier
hey took away the balance of the box.”- [Rev. A. Sarpent, Wilgot Flat, N. H.
Rev, T. P, Sawin, now pastor of the Congregational
hurch in Lyndeborough, formerly city missionary in
anchester, writes, Nov, 12, 1882: —
** Some time since I received a box of Dr. Warren's
Wild Cherry and Sarsaparilla Troches, and have used
them with great benefit for irritation in the throat and
bronchial tubes. They were a godsend. 'T have used
various remedies, but nothing has relieved my tronble
like your TROCHES.
Please send another box.”
EAST CANAAN, N. H., Nov. 5, 1881,
AMERICAN MEDICINE CO. —Gentlemen:
I
v=
#d from you, some time since, a box of Dr. Wa
8
Troches. Ihave used them freely myself, and have
sls given them to several others, for sore throat,
hoarseness, bronchical affection, etc ,and have foond
that in every instance the relief which followed was
Immediate, 1n one case I cured an obstinate bronrhial affection whieh had become chronic.
I can
leartlly recommend them as superior to anything I
ave ever used. Yours very truly.
H. 8S. PARMALEE, M.D,
|
(Preacher iu charge M. E. church.)
* I am frequently troubled with colds and hrouchitis,
pnd have used the Troches with great benefit. They

faith in Christ by baptism and united with the
F. B. church in South Berwick about eighteen
years since, under the labors of
er. He was an honored and
ber of the church which he
served
for
a number
of

treatment

“Ifind them very quieting and beneficial for my
bronchial affection, and do not wish to be without
hem. Send me by mail four boxes.”—[Rev. James
Holmes, Bennington, N, H.
| “ Irecelved from you a box of Dr. Warren's Troches
i
I think to be far the best thing of the kind 1
L ave used.
Send pe another box at your early conrenience.”—[Rev. W. BR. Cochrane, pastor Presbyteran Church of Antrim.
| * The Troches were received, aud I am pleased with

he never

profession
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troubled

receipt

nied with five dollars, we will send
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Sarsaparilla

NTED Everywhere.

address immediate

for pamph-

We guarantee six boxes to cure any case. With
each order received by us for six boxes, accompa~

ABOUT—

visiting us,

J.0.

Diseases.

post-paid on

Schools,

ing

made

lars ; sent by mail,

Wily od eral

Persons

Send

cent cases, Each box contains one-month’s treat.
ment, One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dol-

|FICULTIER.”—" A GODSEND.”— * HAVE
EXPERIENCED GREAT RELIKF FROM THEM.”—“ CURED
| AN OBSTINATE BRONCHIAL AFFECTION.”

hem.

AGENTS

iculars

25 cents per box.

Brain

“VERY QUIETING AND BENEFICIAL FOR BRONCHIAL
AFFECTIONS.”—“MUCIt RELIEF IN THROAT DIF-

of the blood.

Tiong Branch; his death and burial. Will Sell now in

fay

by all Druggists. <&8

and

Clergymen

TROCHES.

week of suffering he passed over to the shinButler

Nerve

t failure, but low aim is crime.”
New

700 P:
uthen
rete.
P
Aud as a Soldier mt) Legislator; election to the
denoys
the formation of his Cabinets t
3
the
Assassins Attack ; the Surgical Treatment, Removal to

of either sex this

DR. E. C. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT; a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache,
Mental Depression,
Loss of Memory, Premature Old Age, caused by
over-exertion or over-indulgence, which leads to
misery, decay and death.
One box will cure re-

“articulars given on application.

“ome

of the liver.

Sold

In m

A BOX OF
DR. WARREN'S
WILD CHERRY AND
BARSAPARILLA TROCHES sent to any address on repeipt of 25 cents
by the AMERICAN MEDICINE Co.
Manchester, N. H.
x
.
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents.

Bro.

85

«2 { use it, and think it the best medior took for bronchial difficulty and
ato, which bas become chronic and
Hut I think the Syrup will finally
WILLIAM
McPHERSON.
Agents
whnted for the sale of the Indian Blood
rip in cvery town or village, in which I have no

cur

An

el
S 1)
3
Weigh:
to ~y) r ly Sell
tol
Domrstic ScaLkCo.. Cinecining #0:

Kidney Complaints

all letters of inquiry.

torpidity

children
with fe-

rallied.
There were times when he seemed to
recognize his friends, but wus not able to converse after he was first taken.
After one
shore.

and

consider it the best

medicine
known.
ght
«old, and are

TER

female

Address as above. Mention this Paper.
re
llegar
No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS. They cure
ipation, bili
oa,

This is to certify that I ki2ve used Dr. Clark
fohnson’s Indian” Blood Syrup in my family

bleed and itch intensely, so that I

Hood’s

freely answers

JOSEPH WAINE.
Manchester, N. H,

;

1s sold by druggists. Price $1, or six for $5.
Prepared by C. I. HOOD & Co., Lowell, Mass,

asleep in Jesus, Dec. 23, aged 67
evening, Dec. 16, he returned
and retired apparently in good
a few moments after he was

which

{

stamps.

let.

Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.

could not help scratching, which of course
made them worse.
At
the time I commenced taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla (in the
summer of 1876) they were so bad that they
discharged, and I was obliged to keep them
bandaged with linen cloths. The skin was
drawn so tight by the heat of the disease
that if I stooped over they would crack open
and actually
bring tears into my eyes.
The
first bottle
benefited me so much that I coninued taking it till I was cured
I used one
x of Hoods Olive Ointment, to relieve the
itching. Hoping many others may learn the
value of Hood's SBarsaparilla and receive as
much benefit as I have, I am,
truly
yours,
:
Yery
BES, 8. 8. MOODY,
No. 75 Broadway,
Lowell, Mass., Jan. 15, 1878.
s

BuUTLER.—George W. Butler of South ‘Ber-

St.,

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
'to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength. I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use, I recom.
fend it to be a reliable remedy.

Gentlemen—I was a great sufferer from
Salt-Rheum on my limbs, for a dozen years
Previous to the summer of 1876, at which
ime I was cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
The skin would become dry, chap, crack

open,

3d

NEW YORK CITY.

EPHRIAM P. PICKERING.

Why Suffer with Salt-Rheum ?

I suffered a great

eal with pains in my stomach and lungs.
I
have now gained some five or’ six pounds
in weight, and can walk two miles easily; the
pain in my limbs is entirely gone; my cough is
much better. It does not tear me to pleces to
cough now as it did six weeks ago.”
Treatise

IT.

West

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
. I have used Dr, Clark Johnson’s Indian
Bloc Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
iver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since, I never knew a well day before I took your medicine.

Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co, Lowell, Mass.

scarcely
a great
times I

For the cureof

;

rangements of the system which are ca

Oxygen six weeks, and am glad to say
that I
am improving, When I began the Treatment

SELL

22

letter

-+ Compound
is unsurp
d
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COM. POUNDIs prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass, Price $1. Six bottlesfor §5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my Breast, and
being 70 years old, I was entire 4 prostrated,
with no appetite.
I concluded
to try Dr.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Bloed Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great change in my appetite and
Btrength, and I have had no sickness since, I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.

;

by an unnatural state

and

in attention to directions.

DRUGGISTS

pmily

ca
that a
tes oom
the blood, eradicu
purities from it, as HOOL's wakioil
undoubtedly does, must be the means
that would
venting m
without its use; hence the field of its
ness is quite an extended one, and
warranted in Tecommending it for

an’ it's dried out of me; but all the same,

my limbs were so
weak that Icould
stand on them, and
they pained me
deal.
My cough
was
bad, and at

¥

In the blood, which generates Scrofula, Ery-

being required

eithe®™’ act

1

It's run through me, yer honor,

your

onthe

vitadity of the biood

reason of all the water and soap, aua we
starch that is
gone through it. But not a
drop of em all—water, or soap, or starch,
or blue—has stayed in, d'ye see? And
that’s just the same with me and that
just like my Sunday shirt, I'm the
.and the cleaner after it.”

tlt

TERI

induces

There are no spirits employed in its manu-

WE DO NOT Ct
thi’;

Blood and Rvijorates.

Perspiration.

facture, and it can be taken by the most delicate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly

Put up in dry vegetable form

will

Digestion.

e8, Strengthens and Invigorates.

sipelas, and all manner of skin diseases

Why.

that HOOD'S SARSAPARITT

Blood,

internal humors.

Harrisburg.

or liquid (very concentrated)
prompt and sure.— Troy Budget.

Now

By person
wee! ks

It will cure entirely the worst form of Female
Com

It neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison

|

ed kidneys, it cures without fail. Constipation and piles readily yield to its cathartic and
healing power.

Promotes

best

“plaints, all ovarian troubles,
Hifls
and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted
to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early stage
of
dev l
The
tendency
to canh
thereis checked
very speedily
by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach,
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and
backache, is always p
ntly
©
by its use,
It will at all times and under
all circu
;
actin
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.

i

It opens the pores of the skin and

The tonic effect of Kidney-Wort is produced
by its cleansing
and
purifying action on the
blood. Where there is a gravelly deposit in
the urine, or milky, ropy urine from disorder-

was

t

Healthy

Bro. B, was one of the charter mem-

The Reason

‘ Well, now yer honor, look here.
There is my shirt that the wife is often
washing ; and clean and white it is, by

stricken with paralysis, from

¥

ible. - Sent by mail for 8

BE

socommon to our

Quiets the Nervous System.

> It carries off the Old

pstiently, nor even uttered a word of complaint.
When depatring, his features almost
took the brightness -of transfiguration.
He
went from suffering to glory.
Com.

¢¢ So it did, sir; I'll stick to that.”
“I don’t see how.”

wick, Me., fell
vears.
Friday
from his store
health; but in

It Purifies the

“It

of promise] that a home,30

bers of the first F. B.

:

It acts upon the Liver.
It acts upon the Kidneys.
It Regulates the Bowels.

able and
willing to aid
in the building
of so
much good, should be cut off from
that
good.
The
Master
has
permitted.
He doeth all things well.” If with our
hearts burdened by
bereavement,
and our
eyes filled with tears of sorrow, so that, for the
time, we may not see the wisdom and goodness of the Father in the affliction; yet we
would humbly submit, and lay our band in
his, knowing that he will lead to his own glory
and our good. The funeral services were conducted by
Rev. J. H. Decker of Milan, Mo.,
the former pastor of Lockridge church.

organs.

it not,

about at all.”
Jad yet you say it did you a power

and

vented.

E. TIBBETS.

‘I'm glad of that. Can you tell me
what particularly struck you? What was
it about ?”

gould hardly breathe, and

he

BoYER.—Mr. Theo. F. Boyer died in ‘Harrisburg, Pa., Feb. 4, 1881, aged 66 years, 10
months and 13 days. He was a great sufferer
for eighteen years. He had, owing to disease,
both feet amputated.
He had partial paralysis
of his left side, which finally affected his speech,
muscles of his throat, and then his respiratory

tirely.”

taking

him and in peace

With strong faith in God he bore his afflictions

a good sermon, was

“I have

upon

be

be

+ Is a Positive Cure

It Stimulates the Ptyaline in the
Saliva, which converts Le
and
Sugar of the food into glucose.
A deficiéney in Ptyaline causes Wind and
Svuring of the food in the stomach, If
the
medicine istaken immediately
after
eitin ‘the fermentition of food is pre-

the rite, death

In his sickness he expressed a longing desire
to pass under the wave, following the example of the Saviour he loved. At Hillsdale he
belonged
to the Theological Sqciety, and purposed to fit himself for the ministry.
How
sad, that life so full of hope, so young, s0
bright, so endearing, so needed, should be cut

that we heard last Sunday?”
** True, for you, yer honor; an illigant
one! It done me a power of good, in-

Miss:

SOLD SINCE 1870.

od in

the entiresystem in three months.

4 8. JOHNSON Fa CO0., Bovoars, Mass
formerly Bangor, Me.
’

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
\VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

This Syrup possesses Varied Properties.

to defer. it until

to perform

uma-

11,000,000 Bottles

and friends seemed so dear, nor the loving attachment of father and mother so precious.

A GOOD SERMON.

sermon.

minister

laid its icy hand

Ee.

*¢ Sorra a bit of me knows

to be a

Asthma and Dyspepsia,

and all their attendant evils. It does not merely
affo!
temporary relief, but is a permanent cure.

Liver

Fever &

The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!

went to the better clime. While at home
from school he committed himself openly to
the work of the Saviour, earnestly manifested
a desire to live to do good.
Never had home

ordce comfortably and simply furnished.
She, too, is a busy person; for she superintends the work of many charitable
societies, and a large portion-of each day
is devoted to this beneficent labor.
The
rest of the time is taken up with the traioing and education of her children, the
elder
om studies six hours daily.
The home life of the Russian Imperial
family is thus a pure, busy, and happy
one; and presents an excellent example
in its harmony, regularity, and simplicity
to the millions of the Czar's subjects.—
Youth's Companion.

« That was

his

eases

tism, Dropsy, Heart Disease, Bildousness,
ess,
Nervous debility, etc.

and

his return home; but beforehe could arrange
for

Dyspepsia
:

WAgue,

Dunn should baptize him, but his attachment

ly beneath that of the Czar, and is con|
nected with it by a private staircase.
is

resolved

;
'

Christian. While _attendi
school at Hills.
dale in ’80—'81, his Christian experience became established.
He desired
that Prof,

is a most careful mother and a model
household manager.
Her room is directher room

:

Sister Mark Eggers, died at Lockridge, Iowa,

with which the Nihilist conspiracy can
surround him night and day.
He is very fortunate in his wife, who.is
not only completely devoted to him, but

with his Bparsment,

Bro.

BLOOD,

(TRADE MARK.)

J. E. H.

of

ILL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,

HEART DISEASE =SSR>

reunionin the

EGGERS.—Nathaniel'
M., son

="

children

Sept. 11. Thannie was born at L. Dec. 22,
1861. At the age of 15, when attending school

lie awake thinking of the hidden daugers

As

her

look forward with

bright anticipations to. a happy

iron-souled and stern as he is, must

# his father, during the latter part

is exceedingly

f his wife and children.

was

afflicted with

years, and

*¢ Sweet by and by.”

his father to allow him to tuke part f mself in the performances of the palace orchestra.
:
:
:
To this his father consented; and
asked him on which instrument he wished
to play. He promptly chose the trombone, as that upon which he could make
the loudest noise.
The Czar not only rises early, but retires early. Before eleven o'clock the
entire Imperial household is wrapt in
sluwber ; Shougl we may believe that the

HAMILTON.—Mrs.
Joanna Hamilton died
in Great Falls, N. H., Nov. 17, aged 79 years

he

Unlike his father,

DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
corms,

having

She

*¢ I was talking to Jesus,”

miss her sadly, but they

It is said that when Alexander was a boy,
he was so fond of music that he begged

the late

iable.

three sons

Spirit-land.

Deed nearly fifty-six

is ‘the

67 years and one month.
She was. erfectly
reconciled, and said that she.was going home
to die no more.
Rev. eo. Plummer conducts
ed the funerul services. Text Rev, 14: 13.

his dn family circle he is loving, tender,

the

pulbnary disease.

IILY life, lest he should become the vic- its loss, and prays for the baptism of the Holy
Spiritto become able to do more efficient

tim {f a Nihilist plot, his existence is not

four daughters,

great sufferer through life, being

he is

favorite and most keenly enjoyed recreaation of the evening hours at the palace.

(ory great, and the industry

«wi Af this law were strictly carried out,
6 would be a good opening for com-

Dagmar, or by oné of his sturdy

But

sted down on rafts. The
doy of rubber trees in

4 Ciiappear altogether, unless
niccat puts in force a law that
i «2188, which compels the hunters
«p uhe trees without cutting them

sons and

by, the

son is most narrowly watched by the secret police. ' r+
.
Both the Czar and his family are ex-

bi

UIL-RUBBER GATHERED IN @0LOMBIA.

usually accompanied

were her last words, and the foretaste of the
always amply guarded by Cossacks, Joys
above left a smile of peace upon her face.
while every way of approaching his per-+ The aged husband, with whom she had jour-

14, Paul B. Du Chaillu.
ob

being

Empress

perto

willing to

f

ing;

|

&

.stacle must have been enormous, for the
evidence of such terrific force was before

Towards the latter part of the afternoon, the Czar goes out walking or driv-

David and Sarah Farrand, and was born in
Colchester, Vt., Sept. 6, 1801. She leaves five

R

tive
for

=
re

mass of rock, which had been torn apart
by the pressure of the advancing ice.
he weight which had overcome this ob-

perial family—is present at this meal.

is unequaled as a
Alterative and 2

2
57

On the right was a huge

over the rocks.

J

HICKS. —Anna, the beloved wife of John
Hicks, died in Minden, Benton Co., Minn.
Oct. 16. She was the youngest daughter of

ASTHMA] Fermcrenty.
Dr.Stinson’s Asthma Remedy Cl

3%
=)
72

as it glided

the glacier pushed forward

in the tri-

A. ViLas,

2

stones were mingled together, which

and

diéd

umphs of faith,

J.B. BIRCH & OO. 3 Dey Bo.

a

All

it.

before

everything

driving

year,

along the base of the ice was a transverse
ridge of earth, in which fresh greensward

suffering with patience, and

=
(~]
«a
Cw

guide said it had advanced
feet since ‘the previous

invaria-

=

out of the solid rock by that most destructive form of water, the glacier. The
‘huge, irresistible mass was “still advancing slowly, and bad done so for a long

Czar

pr

FREE

=]
wd
=]

and could trace, by the marks of the ice
on the rocks, the course taken; but now,
standing before the Buer-brseen, we could
understand how valleys have been dug

At one o'clock daily, the

bly takes lupch with his bright and amiable wife and his children. It is very
rarely that any one else—even the most
intimate relatives and friends of the Im-

23

>
o,

a

sense of the great power of destruction
hossessed by a vast body of moving ice.
n the study of other glaciers, which
were retiring, we have seen how the
bowlders and smaller stones have _been
deposited in the fields in former times,

1882

|.

7

The view of that narrow glacier
imposing, impressing the mind with

time. My
more than

WiTHAM.—Sister Ascenath Arms, widow
of the late Daniel L. Witham of West Bolton,
P. Q.. died in Jay, Vt., Oct. 28, of pneumonia,
aged 63 years.
e EXperiepited
eligion in
youth, came from the-U. 8. to Bolton in 1854.
he married, and usfited with the F. B. church
in that place of which she remained a worthy
member till death. She endured eight days of

pire, who come to petition him to do this

18.

is the Hope of the Race.

THE ONWARD MARCH OF A GLACIER.
was

or that for their district. It has always,
indeed, been a custom of the Czars to
freely permit such deputations access to
their presence.

em-
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